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EDITORIAL

NOT OVHR POWER
BUT OVER SPIRIT

THIS YEAR'S LIMMUD
conference   of   educators
included a symposium on

the Holocaust.  In the course of
discussion the issues of the theol-
ogy    of    the    Holocaust    and
Jewish-Christian  dialogue  were
both    raised.    A   young    ultra-
orthodox   Jew   commented   on
both   matters.   He   stated   that
since  God  is  the  Creator  of  all
things,    He    also    created    the
Holocaust.   This,   he   affirmed,
had  already  been  predicted  by
Isaiah  as  a  punishment  for  sin.
For   him   the   real   theological
issue   was   to   understand   the
nature  of the  sins for which  the
Holocaust   was   Divine   punish-
ment. He went on to dismiss any
dialogue   with   Christians   over
the   role   of  Christian   teaching
about   Jews   as   a   seedbed   for
anti-semitism.    Christianity,    he
said,  is  ¢t/ocJcz/7  zczrczfe  (idolatry)
and Jews are forbidden to speak
with idolators.

Many  of  the  people  present
were   dismayed   by  these  opin-
ions  but  they  should  not  have
come as  a great surprise. Whilst
they  are  not  shared  by  what  is
termed     `modern     orthodoxy',
they  are  in  line  with  the  views
expressed  by  an  Israeli  Govern-
ment  Minister/rabbi  when  chil-
dren  were  killed  in  an  accident
on   a   level   crossing.   All   those
engaged     in     Jewish-Christian
dialogue  know  that  Jewish  par-
ticipation is most active amongst
those with liberal views.

The debate, if it can be called
that,   between   Orthodox   and
Progressive   Jews   is   conducted
on   the   wrong   ground.   Firstly
and  dominantly  it  is  conducted
as  a  front  for  a  naked  power
struggle.  All  that  is  bad  in  this
was  exemplified  by  an  incident
in  Israel last Simchat Torah. An
Israeli area rabbi and his suppor-
ters   marched   into   a   Reform
synagogue   during  the   Simchat
Torah   service   shouting   abuse
and causing a disturbance. They
assaulted the Reform rabbi  and
attempted  to  run  off  with  the
Se/er    rorczfe.    The    underlying
attitudes  were  articulated  in  an
article   by  former  Chief  Rabbi
Goren which the Jewish Chroni-
cle chose to publish some weeks
after the Simchat Torah desecra-
tion.  Rabbi  Goren  argued  that
the  problem  with  Reform  and
Conservative  Jews  lay  in  their
claim to  be Jews.  If they would
only admit to being a new relig-
ion they could receive full recog-
nition and financial assistance as
a   minority   within   the   Jewish
State.  When  Rabbi Tabick  was
forced to reply to  Rabbi  Goren
she was returning fire in a power
struggle      where      words      are
intended   not   to   explicate   or
illuminate but to wound.

The debate is also conducted
on   the   level   of   `holier   than
thou',  in  the  area  of a  narrow
range   of   observances,   princi-
pally  Kczsfer#f .  This  is  typified
by the case of Julia Neuberger's

bacon   sandwich.   Whether   or
not  Rabbi  Neuberger has  ever
eaten  a  bacon  sandwich  is  an
intimate  piece  of  information
to which MANNA is not privy.
What  is   extraordinary  is  that
not only is she widely dismissed
as  a  serious  spokesperson  for
Judaism  because  of  what  she
may   or   may   not   have   once
eaten   but  so  much  of  Jewish
life is evaluated and conducted
solely  on   the   basis   of  certain
ritual observances.

The     evaluation     and     the
debate  is  seldom,  if  ever,  con-
ducted on fundamental matters
of  belief.   And  yet  belief  and
the consequence of belief lie at
the   heart   of   religion   and   its
future role in society. MANNA
often includes a piece by a non
Jew   under   the    heading   `As
Others   See   Us'   because   we
believe     that     dialogue     with
other    faiths    is    illuminating,
stretching   and   essential   `xpz.p-
ney   darchey   shalom'   for   the
sake   of   peace   in   the   world.
Religion  stands  or  falls  by  its
ability  to  link  man  with  God.
The   identification   of   God   as
the   creator   of   Auschwitz   as
punishment   for   sin   is   cfez.//#/
feczsfec77t,     blasphemy.     Let    us
debate within the Jewish world
what  we  truly believe  and  how
we understand God's will. If we
can't discuss that, silence is infi-
nitely preferable. I
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AN URGENT NHW ROLE FOR THE

DOHS IT NEED A NEW LABHL?

Jonathan Romain

HAS    THE    RSGB    (THE
Reform      Synagogues      of
Great Britain) out-grown its

name?  More  correctly,  one  should
say its /¢fesf name, for the umbrella
organisation for Reform Judaism in
this country has undergone a succes-
sion    of   name-changes.    As   with
many  Biblical  characters,  the  new
names    have    been    indicative    of
changes in outlook and self-percep-
tion.

The first name was that chosen by
the   twenty   four   individuals   who
formed  themselves  into  `The West
London Synagogue of British Jews' .
Significantly,  there was no mention
of `Reform' , for that was not seen as
the   new   community's   prime   pur-
pose.  That  purpose  was  partly  the
establishment of a synagogue in the
West   End   of  London,   but   there
were also two other motives.

One  motive  was  the  abolition  of
the division between Asfokc#az!. and
Scpfeczrdz.  Jews,   a  division  then  so
strong  that   the   term   `mixed  mar-
riage'  was  frequently  used  to  refer
not to the union between a Jew and
a  Gentile,  but  to  that  between  an

Ashkenazi and Sephardi.
The     second     motive     was    to

demonstrate   that   the   Jews   consi-
dered  themselves  full  British  sub-
jects,  owed  total  allegiance  to  the
country and,  in consequence, were
worthy  of  full  political  emancipa-
tion. A campaign for political rights
was then in progress, and was spear-
headed by many of the new Reform
families.

The name of the new synagogue
thus  reflected  the  submergence  of
ancient   geographical   origins   and
fused    the    worshippers    together
under   the   patriotic   title   British
Jews.

A desire for some modest liturgi-
cal  change  had  also  been  present,
and  religious  reforms  were  quickly
instituted once the new community
was  established  and  free  from  all
outside ecclesiastical controls. How-
ever  it  was  to  be  almost  a  century
before        sufficient        like-minded
synagogues  had  emerged  for  a  for-
mal movement to come into being.

A union was eventually formed in
1942,    known    as   The   Associated
British  Synagogues  and  consisting

of seven communities. Once again it
was  their   Britishness   rather   than
their    reforming    tendencies    that
were held to the fore. By now eman-
cipation  had  long  been  won,  but
Britain  was  now   at  war  and  pat-
riotism  was  still  a  characteristic  to
be emphasised.

A   further   change   occurred   in
1946,   when   the   cessation   of  hos-
tilities  allowed  more  concentration
on domestic affairs and there arose
a  greater  consciousness  of being  a
national  movement  rather  than  a
motley   collection   of  communities
up and down the country. The addi-
tion of a substantial number of new
members  who  had  been  refugees
from  Reform communities in Cent-
ral Europe was another factor. Thus
The  Association  of  Synagogues  in
Great Britain came into being.

There  were  many,  it  should  be
pointed out,  who believed that the
new  name  was  misleading.  For,  it
was     argued,     it     was     Reform
philosophy  and practice that distin-
guished  the  synagogues  belonging
to the ASGB from all others in the
country.  It  was  because  they  were
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Reform that they had something to
offer    an    Anglo-Jewry    that    was
largely  Orthodox but only in  name,
largely disillusioned in practice, and
which would increasingly turn to the
Reform  synagogues  for  a  meaning-
ful  form  of  Judaism.  It  was  surely
best    to    advertise    one's    Reform
stance,   the   argument  ran,   and  to
show one's colours unashamedly.

The counter-argument was led by
the Senior Minister of the West Lon-
don     Synagogue,     Rabbi     Harold
Reinhart,          who          passionately
declared that to label the movement
as `Reform' would be tantamount to
disenfranchising  it  and  limiting  its
validity.  For  him,  Reform  Judaism
was Judaism, the true heir to almost
four millenia  of Jewish  tradition.  It
was   Orthodoxy   that   had   become
stuck in a cul-de-sac some centuries
back. The Reform interpretation of
Judaism  was  thus  fully  representa-
tive     and    one    hundred    percent
authentic  -  and   to  call  it  Reform
would be to demean its central posi-
tion. Time and again he repeated his
belief in non-adjectival Judaism and
warned    against    encouraging    sec-
tarjanism .

This   view   helcl   sway  for  over  a
decade.    By    1958,    however,    new
synagogues  had  emei.ged,  most  of
which   had   the   word   `Reform'   in
their  name.  The  influence  of  these
newer    communities    strengthened
the   view   that   a   specific   Reform
name   and   pubhi.   i(Ientity   for   the
movement  would  lii`  more  suitable
and  more  beneficial.  'l.he  title  was
therefore   changed    to   its   current
form,  The   Reform  Synagogues  of
Great  Britain.  It  is  not  without  sig-
nificance  that  in  the  previous  year
Reinhart    had    left   West    London
Synagogue   -   and   effectively   the
movement too -and had taken up a
new   position   at   the   independent
Westminster Synag()gue.

Was the introduction of the adjec-
tive  `Reform`  a  wise  policy?  Proba-
bly.  At a time when.  after a century
of    dormant    existence,    the    new
movement began  to expand  both  in
synagogues    and    overall    member-
ship,   it  wds  very  useful  to  have  a
definite    identity    to    advertise.    It

gave  its own  membership a sense of
purpose    ani]    it   offered   a   visible
alternative  to  dissatisfied  members
of Orthod()x  communities.

Yet   the   new   name   also   had   its
drawbacks.   As   Reinhart  feared`   it
had  the  effect  of  stereotyping  the
movement   as   sidestream   Judaism.
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with  Orthodox  as  the  mainstream.
Instead  of being seen  as  a  develop-
ment of Judaism,  it became viewed
as  a  breakaway  from  Judaism.  This
perspective had been visible before,
but the new name emphasised it and
almost made it official. The price of
having  a  distinct  identity  was  to  be
separate  and  to  lose  a  position  of
centrality.

Within  the  movement,  however,
some  synagogues  did  maintain  the
old view. The Reform community in
Maidenhead,   for  instance,  deliber-
ately called itself plain Maidenhead
Synagogue -presenting itself as the
synagogue  for  all  Jews  in  the  area,
whatever  their  previous  affiliation.
There   were   to   be   no   distinctions
and  no  limitations.  Its  ability  to  do
this  was  helped  by  the  absence  of
any  other  synagogues  in  the  town,
but  even  in  places  where  there  are
already      Orthodox      communities.
why,  it  may  be  asked,  should  it  be
the Reform synagogue that adds the
qualification  to  its  name? The West
London      Synagogue      has      never
changed    its    original    title,    whilst
some  new communities prefer Heb-
rew n'ames. such as Sha'arei Shalom
(North          Manchester) ,          which
emphasise   their  Jewishness   rather
than  qualify  it.

Moreover,  it is significant that the
latest  and  most  dynamic venture  of
the    RSGB    has   been   the   Manor
House`   later   formally   named  The
Sternberg     Centre     for     Judaism.
Judaism.     with     no     qualifications.
Some      Orthodox      leaders      have
objected to this title on  the grounds
that it is misleading and that people
might  not  realise  that  it  is  a  centre
for  Rc/or/7z  Judaism. The  intention,
however,  was  not  to  mislead  but  to
assert  that  the  centre  is  indeed  for
all ]e,ws.

The issue. tho_ugh semantic, is not
a  trivial  one.  Forifow  is  a  time  of
great   change   in   the   pattern   and
direction of Anglo-Jewry, when seri-
ous  thought  has  to  be  given  to  the
role  of the  RSGB  and perhaps also
to  its  name.

It is increasingly i`lear that Centre
Orthodoxy --the  United Synagogue
in  London,  and  the  Provincial  com-
munities    that    accept     the    Chief
Rabbi`s   authority   -   is   in   decline.
Some  synagogues  are  closing,  mar-
riage  figures  are  falling,  and  it  can
no   longer   service   itself  with  Jews
College trained rabbis and teachers,
being  ever  more  reliant  on  the  pro-
ducts of the y€sA/.tJo/ and Lubavitch.

Dedicated   individuals  though  they
may be, many of the new recruits to
the  Centre  Orthodox  rabbinate  are
very  much  to  the  I.ight  of the  mass
of   Anglo-Jewry,    and   their   likely
effect is to hasten the fragmentation
and  collapse  of  Centre  Orthodoxy
and   speed   up   the   corresponding
growth      both      of     Right     Wing
Orthodoxy and of the RSGB.

This  growth  has  already  resulted
in  the  RSGB  becoming the  leading
synagogue-body   in   many  fields   in
Anglo-Jewry  --Youth  work,  Soviet
Jewry,   Inter faith   dialogue,   Social
issues,      media      presentation      of
Judaism  -  and  influential   in  virtu-
ally   every   other   sphere   of   com-
munal   life.   The   election   of   Eric
Moonman  as  Senior Vice-President
of the  Board of Deputies, ahead of
Victor  Lucas,  the  President  of  the
United  Synagogue,  came  as  a  sur-
prise only to those who had failed to
read the writing on the wall.

At present there is thus a vacuum
at  the  centre-stage  of Anglo-Jewry
with    Centre    Orthodoxy    slipping
deeper  into   the   shadows`   but   the
RSGB  still  officially  in  the  wings  as
a    minority    movement.    What    is
needed now is for the RSGB to take
stock of its strength and to come for-
ward   not  just   as   the   promoter  or`
many  good  causes,  but  as  the  cent-
ral   movement  within  Anglo-Jewry
and   the   one   place   in   which   most
Jews  can   find  a  common  religious
home,  blending  tradition  with  mod-
ernity.

There   is   no   doubt   that   Anglo-
Jewry needs a movement that can -
as  the  United  Synagogue  once  did
so well --provide  a  central  focus for
its  erideavours.  There  is  equally  lit-
tle  d()ubt  that  the  RSGB  is  the  one
section  of  Anglo-Jewry  capable  of
fulfilling  that  task.  The  only  ques-
tion  is  whether the  RSGB  wants  to
move  centre-stage  and  is  prepared
to face  that challenge.  If the answer
is   `yes``   a   further   question   arises:
can  it  do  so  with  the  label  `Reform`
still   attached   to   it.  or  will  another
name-chzinge    have    to   accompany
the movement.s new r()le?.

Rabbi  .Jonathan  Romain  it'(/``.  /)();./I  /./j  /.o/Ic/(j/i
in   l`)5J.   lie  slliilie'd  .I.or  Ike  I.abbina[e  lil   Le()
Bcieck   C(illege   un(I   Ii()w   se).\Ies   M(iide'Iiheil{l
Sy,n(ig().gue>.`  He  i:  the  [!ll[hor  of  a  nllmbel.  ()f
e¥lii.c.a[it>Hal   w.oi.,I¢s  incliidlng  Ar\glo  ]owry  .i;ri

Ev.\qe:ce~ and  \`.I.ile.s  a weekly  cJliunn I.o; [he
Jewish  Gz`zette.
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WHY I CAME:
IN I`ROM THE:

COLD
Jeremy  Rosen

FOURTEEN     YEARS     OF
being   a   headmaster   was,   I
decided,   like   spending  four-

teen years in purgatory.
I  had  certainly  gone  into  it  wil-

lingly.  I had always wanted to emu-
late  my  father  and  possibly  try  to
make  an  even better job of it than
he  did.  And  Carmel  was  and  is  a
beautiful place to live in.  However,
I  soon  realised  that  there  were  all
kinds  of hidden  conflicts  that  were
not so easy to resolve as I had antici-
pated.   For   example,   the   average
Jewish parent is unaware that there
is such a thing as an average Jewish
child.  If a child does well, he or she
would have done well anywhere and
if a child does badly then, of course,
the    school    is    to    blame.    Jewish
parents   are   reluctant  to  discipline
their   children.   They   like   to   send
them away to get somebody else to
be   the   nasty   bogeyman   and  then

they can act as the soothing parent,
over-indulging  their  children  when
they come home.

Then  there  is  the  conflict  over
how    we    define    Judaism.    Most
Jewish   parents   come   from   non-
religious   backgrounds   and   ninety
percent of the population of Carmel
came            from            non-religious
backgrounds.   They   wanted   their
children to be injected with an invis-
ible drug that would guarantee that
they  wouldn't  marry  out,  but  God
forbid   that   they   should   actually
want  to  come  home  and  keep  any-
thing  of  Jewish  practice.  The  old
Carmel legend is of a parent speak-
ing  to  his  son  in  front  of the head-
master, `Now listen son, no need to
bring ferczJczfe food into Carmel Col-
lege,  you  can  have  as much  as you
like  at  home  without  getting  into
trouble here'.

So  one  was  involved  right  from
the    start    in    conflicts:    between
teachers      and     pupils;      between
parents   and   teachers   and   pupils;
between governors and parents and
teachers  and  pupils.  To  me,  how-
ever,  the  major  problem  was  that
for  most  other  people  Carmel  was
just a school albeit a Jewish school.
For me, Carmel had to be an experi-
ence,  had  to  be  a  positive  Jewish
experience that would influence the
people  who  came  into  it  and  give
them  a deeper spiritual insight into
their    tradition.    Without    that    it
wasn't  worth   the   game.   In   other
words,  I was really a rabbi in head-
master's  clothing  and  that  is  how  I
saw   myself.   But   it   was   not   how
others  perceived  me.  So  over  the
years  conflicts  developed  between
what  was  good  for  an  educational
institution   -   large    numbers   for
example   -   and   what   was   really
important:  creating a homogeneous
atmosphere particularly for Sfe¢bbczf
and Festivals.

The advantage of a school is that
you have a captive audience which,
under  normal  conditions,  wouldn't
go anywhere near a synagogue. The
disadvantage is that when people go
to  a  synagogue  they  know  to  what
they  are  going but when  people  go
to   a   school,   they   are   under   the
impression  that  they  are  there  for
fun, sport or academic success -b#f
not necessarily for God.

So,  having run  through  a  double
sabbatical,  having  achieved,  in  my
terms, a great deal -but recognising
that  there  is  always  a  lot  more  left
undone  and  new  targets  to  be  set

and    reached,    I    decided   that    I
wanted  to  return  to  my  first  love,
the  rabbinate.  The  question,  how-
ever, was where and how.

I   am   absolutely   committed   to
H¢/czcfoz.c  Judaism  and  to  the  inten-
sity   of  its   traditional   expressions,
warts     and     all.    Therefore,     the
thought has never occurred to me to
work       outside       an       Orthodox
framework.   Nevertheless,   I   have
always  wanted  to  reach  out  to  the
non-committed.   I  have  never  felt
that  my  strength  lies  in  catering to
the    God-squad.    In    Britain    the
options  are  relatively  narrow.  The
United   Synagogue   does,   indeed,
cater  from  an  Orthodox  base  to  a
non-Orthodox        clientele        but ,
nevertheless,  I  have  always been  a
little    frightened    by    the    United
Synagogues  for  two  main  reasons.
First  of  all,  I  am  reluctant  to  get
involved  in  bureaucracies.  I  recog-
nise that there is a need for bureauc-
racies    but    they    tend    to    deper-
sonalise    the    system    so    that    it
becomes  more  important  than  the
individuals.   So   this   was   the   last
thing  that  I  wanted  to  do  -  to  go
back   into   something   bureaucratic
and organisational.

There  was  a  second  reservation
that    I    had    about    the    United
Synagogue. The religious manifesta-
tion  of  the  United  Synagogue  has
always    tended    to    be    theatrical,
whether  it   is  with   a   cfeczzcz#   or   a
choir  or  with   a  rabbi.  There   has
tended to be a detached formality in
which    the    congregation    sit    and
although  they  may  participate,  it is
essentially    non-spiritual.    I    quite
agree  that  this  criticism  applies  to
any big synagogue that I have ever
come across whether it was Reform,
Liberal,  Orthodox or, for that mat-
ter, to big institutions of other relig-
ions   altogether.   Nevertheless,   the
fact  that  other  people  suffer  from
the  disease  does  not  mean  to  say
that I want to catch it.

So  I decided to  look abroad.  My
travels  took  me  to  New York,  Los
Angeles   and   Sydney   and,   in   the
end,    for    all    kinds    of    varying
reasons,  there  was  nowhere  that  I
felt that I could settle down happily
without wanting,  after  a very  short
period,   to   up   and   get   out.   The
American     scene,     in     particular,
although        attractive       from        a
remunerative point  of view seemed
to  me  to  suffer  from  even  greater
insularity  than  the  rabbinical  situa-
tion in Great Britain. The Orthodox
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world,  intense,  passionate,  increas-
ing,  confident,  rampant,  triumphal
and all the other terms, was not par-
ticularly attractive to me and again I
would  not  have  considered  moving
out of the Orthodox structures.  So,
in  the  end,  I  opted  for  that  refuge
for us all, Israel.

Israel   was   a   wonderful   experi-
ence.  All  told,  I  have  spent  seven
years of my life in Jerusalem and a
more  stimulating,   exciting  place  I
have not yet come across. However,
Israel  to  live  in  and  Israel  to  work
in, are two entirely different propos-
itions.  When  it  came  to  looking  at
the  actual nuts and bolts of a work-
ing life it became clear that political
considerations  weighed   very  heav-
ily.   One  was  always  aware  of  the
famous  vitamin   `P',   Protektsia,   as
an  important  factor  and  the  extent
to   which   one's   career   would   be
linked  to  money  and  money would
be linked to politics was, in the end,
too discoui.aging.

Working  in  the  sphere  of Jewish
education or the rabbinate uses up a
tremendous    amount    of    nervous
energy.  There  are,  of course,  com-
pensations. But to expend too much
of  one's  energy  on  political  battles
was  something  that  I  was  loath  to
do.  Particularly  in  view  of the  fact
that   at   Carmel   I   had   wanted   to
spend most of my time propagating
Judaism but had spent too much on
administrative     and     non-teaching
activity.

In  the  end,  it  was  back  to  Eng-
land -to the Western Synagogue,  a
completely  independent  synagogue
although  by tradition,  Orthodox.  It
was a fascinating challenge:  an  area
of  declining   Jewish   population,   a
synagogue  diminishing  in  size.  But
for  the  first  time  in  my  life  I  was
offered  the  opportunity  to  live  and
work    in    London.    Many    people
asked   me   why,   when   there   were
more       populous       and      popular
synagogues  to  go  to,  I  should  have
wanted to go to a small, quiet one in
the  West  End.   I  have  always  seen
my     role     as     primarily     a     com-
municator   and   educator,   a   public
relations     officer     for     traditional
Judaism. Although I  enjoy and gain
a great deal of satisfaction from pas-
toral  work  it  is  only  one  half of the
coin.  One  of the  major frustrations
of many  rabbis  to  whom  I  speak  is
that their busy and active congrega-
tions demand so  much of their time
that there is very little left for actual
teaching    or,    indeed,    simply    for
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spending  time  with  congregants.  I
therefore  welcomed  the  opportun-
ity  of a  synagogue  that  would  ena-
ble   me   to   get   to   know   people,
because   there   would   not   be   that
many to  deal  with.  I welcomed the
opportunity to teach  and to lecture
even though the trade-off would be
hardly  any  attendance  on  a  Sfeczb-
bczf.  In  the  end  the  six  days  of the
week,  for  me,  counterbalance  the
seventh. The other problem was liv-
ing  accommodation.  For social  and
educational  reasons  my  family  live
in  Golders  Green  while  I  have  an
appartment  in  the  West  End.  Not
only is it far from ideal but it is prob-
ably   the   single   most   problematic
factor  in  my  new  life  -  if  one  dis-
counts      the     traditional     English
assumption  that  you  don't  have  to
pay   rabbis   a   living  wage   because
somehow the Almighty will support
them.

So  here  I  am  back  in  the  English
rabbinate    enjoying    most    of   the
moments  of  it.  I  have  always  been
impressed    by    the    fact    that    the
Catholic Church had a pretty unten-
able  series  of  doctrines.   Neverthe-
less,  its  public  relations  are  superb.
On   the   other  hand,   we,   in   tradi-
tional Judaism, have a series of doc-
trines which,  to  my  mind,  are  mod-
ern,    deal    with    issues   in    a   very
humane,   progressive   way   and   we
are  not  highly  autocratic.   Yet  our
public   relations   are   so   disastrous
that  Judaism  is  made  out  to  be  an
old-fashioned      tradition      whereas
Catholicism  appears  to  be  progres-
sive.  So the challenge of public rela-
tions, in the context of world Jewry,
is, to my mind, a most exciting one.

Anglo-Jewry    suffers    from    the
most  incredible  inferiority  complex
that  I  have  ever  encountered.  It  is
still    riddled   with   the   assumption
that to get  on  in  this world  one has
to  have  a  public  school  education
and that non-Jewish secular is good
while   Jewish   is   somehow   second-
best.   We   have   picked   up   all   the
worst aspects of the English person-
ality,   its   wetness,   its   unemotional
approach  to  life,  its belief in  hierar-
chies   and   knowing   your   position
and not rocking the boat and achiev-
ing consensus  and  agreement at the
price   of   excitement,   individuality
and progress. Too many harbour the
belief that somehow through the old
boy  network   and  the  right  school
one is going to get to the top. These
are  all  factors  that  have  led  to  Bri-
tain's  decline  vis-a-vis  other  nations

in   this   progressive   20th   Century.
These   qualities   might   have   been
useful for running an empire but we
no  longer  have  one.  They  are  not
useful  when  it  comes  to  acquiring
the     flexibility     and     individuality
required to cope with modern inter-
national   living.  This  snobbishness,
the  cliquishness,   the  reluctance  to
change   one's   points   of   view   that
characterises   most   of   the   Anglo-
Jews  with  whom  I  have  come  into
contact   is   enough   to   make   most
people want to give up and. go away.
But if I do decide to give up, it won't
be  until  I  have  had  a  bit  longer  to
try bashing my head  against a brick
wall.

All   the   exciting,   vibrant   things
that have happened in Anglo-Jewry
have  happened  as  a  result  of  indi-
viduals working outside the system.
The   whole   dynamic   explosion   of
ultra-Orthodoxy  is,  ironically,  non-
conformist.  It  is  passionate,  maybe
overly  so,   it  is   insular  but   it  has
revolutionised, in practice, the com-
mitted wing of Anglo-Jewry.  Every-
thing else, however far to the left, is
beginning  to  be   caught  up  in  the
slipstream.  The  current  is  certainly
going that way and there is no doubt
in  my mind  that  the future survival
of  the  Jewish  people  in  the  Dias-
pora  will  be  very  heavily  weighted
in  the  direction  of  this  passionate
commitment  rather  than  of  wishy-
washy  non-commitment.  After  all,
this  is  also  the mood  within  Christ-
ianity   -   both   Protestantism    and
Catholicism  -  and   one   sees   it   at
work  both  here  and  in America  or
wherever one looks at religious revi-
vals.

But   I   still   believe   that  there   is
room for individuality,  for non-con-
formism. And  I see  iny role primar-
ily   as   presenting   another  facet   of
what  appears  to  the  outsider  to  be
the       monolithic       structure       of
Orthodoxy.  I  regret  its  condescend-
ing    attitude    to     the     non-Jewish
world,  its  negative  attitude  to  intel-
lectual  endeavour.  But  I  admire  its
guts  and  its  preparedness  to  fight
for what  it  believes.  I  would  rather
try  to  modify  from  within  than  be
left out in the cold.I

Born  in  Manchester  in  1942  and  educated  a[
Cc!mbrz.cJgc,   Rabbi  Jeremy  Rosen  s[/ccecded
his  f.alh?I.. as  fa?.adm_aste.r  of  Carmel  College,
the Jewi_sh pu_blic school in Oxf ordshire.  H-e is
c,urrer,i[ly   rabbi   of   the  Western   Synagogue,
London.



SHLOMO     BARDIN     WAS
one  man  who  certainly  took
Jewish     education     seriously

and  valued  it  highly.   In  the   1940s
Bardin  saw  a  need  to  motivate col-
lege-aged  American  Jews  to  learn
more  about  their  heritage  -  their
religion,  their  culture,  their  distinc-
tiveness - and to realize that Jewish
education  can  be  as  interesting  as
the  secular education  in which  they
are engaged.

Bardin  hoped  to  take  those  who
had shown some interest in Judaism
and  looked  likely  to  be the new lay
leadership  of American  Jewry  and
teach    them    by    `touching'    them.
Through  a  programme  of  lectures,
music,  dance and art,  and including
a  very  sp!cial  Sfr¢bba/  experience
Bardin  hoped  to  expose  these  stu-
dents   to    the    positive    aspects   of
being  Jewish   and   inspire   them   to
want   to   learn   more,   to   be   more
tolerant   of   the    various   different
ways people choose to express their
Judaism,   and  to  live  more  Jewish
lives   themselves.   He   was   thereby
hoping  to  create  a  more  open  and
knowledgeable   community   and   a
lay   leadership   able   to   serve   the
future needs of American Jewry.

To   achieve   this   Bardin   needed
financial support for his programme
which    was    indepeiident    of    any
synagogal  or  establishment  bodies.
He  interested  Judge  Brandeis,  the
first Jewish Supreme Court Judge of
the United States who had given his
name  to  Brandeis  University,  in  his
project   and   started   the   Brandeis
Camp  Institute  (BCI)  on  the  East
Coast   in   the   early   194()s.   In   1947
BCI   moved   to   a   new   site   in   the
beautiful     Simi     Valley,     Southern
California.   Bardin  chose   this   spot
because   it   reminded   him   of   the
Judean   Hills.   The   Brandeis   lnsti-
tute,  known  as the Brandeis-Bardin
Institute     since     Shlomo     Bardin's
death in the mid-70s. has flourished
ever  since.   It  takes  two  cJ/i.yo/  per
summer  with   up  to  75   people  on
each, three sessions each summer ()f
a children.s camp -Camp 4/o;?!.in -
with  around 300 attend.ing each ses-
sion   and   a   full   adult   programme
with     Sunday     afternoon     lectures
once  a  month  throughout  most  of
the  year  and  regular  adult  residen-
tial  weekends.  Bardin's  dream  of  a
centre  for  Jewish  leaning  open  to
;.inyone  of almost  any  age  and  from
every   bzii`kgrttund   is   a   very   lively
realit\,.

I    viJzis   part   ot`   the   August    1986

A/i)Jofe.  After  some  early  difficulty
adjusting  to  the  pace -7.30  am  to
11.15  pin  with  at  most  a  two-hour
break     in     the     afternoon     -     I
thoroughly  enjoyed  and  got  much
out  of  the  mix  of  prayer,  Jewish/
Israeli  music,  Israeli  dance  and  lec-
tures on all aspects of Judaism. The
faculty was excellent and the overall
experience unforgettable.

I   am   now  reporting  this  firstly,
because  I  want to create interest in
the   Brandeis-Bardin   Institute   and
particularly  in  the  BCI  programme
which is open to any English-speak-
ing Jewish  student  anywhere  in  the
world. We had people from Britain,
Australia, Mexico and Israel as well
as  from  all  over  the  United  States.
The   selection   procedure   is   fairly
rigorous  as  they  try,  in  the  Bardin
tradition,   to   choose   people   who
have   already   shown   their   willing-
ness   to   contribute   to   their   own
Jewish  community  in  some  way  or
other  and   look   likely   to   continue
that commitment in the future.

There   is   a   joke   amongst   those
connected  with   Brandeis  that  it  is
the  best  kept  secret  in  the  United
States.   If  jt   is  true   of  the  United
States  it  is  even  more  true  outside.
Despite   the   fact   that   Hyam   Mac-
coby  and  Rabbi  Louis  Jacobs  have
each  spoken  to  the  adult  member-
ship  at Brandeis,  the  Institute  is vir-
tually  unheard  of in  Britain.  This  is
particularly  true  amongst  the  non-
Orthodox section of the community
as   nearly   all   of   those   who   have
attended    BCI    from    this   country
have     been     from     an     Orthodox
background.   One   purpose   of  this
article  is  to  encourage  more  Prog-
ressive  studerits  to  apply  to  Bran-
deis  and  experience  BCI  for  them-
selves.

Secondly, and more importantly, I
feel   it   is   essential   that   we    look
inward  at  our own  Jewish  commun-
ity  and  examine  its  commitment  to
Jewish education.  I regret to have to
report  that  the  general  impression
that   many   BCI   faculty   members
have   of  the   British   community   is
thzit  we  are  a  largely  ignorant  com-
munity   and   that   this   ignorance   is
true    of   Orthodox,    Conservative,
Reform and  Liberal Jews alike. The
Orthodox  tend  to  know  h(tw  to  do
more,  the  Progressives  know  nit)ri.
in  comparison  to  wh€it  they  do.  but
()verall    the    whole    c()mmunity    is
extremely unknowledgeable.

One  rabbi  everi  went  as  f€`i.  fls  to
say    that    the    average    non-Ji`wish
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New   Yorker   knows   more   about
Judaism   than   the   average  British
Jew! He claimed to be serious; I am
convinced it is an exaggeration. The
important question, however, is just
how    great    is    the    exaggeration?
From   my   experience   of  so-called
Orthodox  students  and  of  Re,form
Judaism in North-West London and
in Manchester, I have to say that the
exaggeration  is  not  nearly  as  great
as we may like to hope.

The evidence is all around us. Let
us  examine  ourselves,  our  families
and   our   communities   by   asking
questions like these:
How many of our Synagogues have

regular adult education program-
mes?  Of those that do,  how well
attended are they? How often do
we    have    rorczfe    Breakfasts    or
Sfeczbbczf   or    Festival    lunchtime
sfeI.L!rz.in   and,    again,    how   well
attended  are  they?  Are  people
really   interested   in   the   weekly
reading from the Tor¢fe, let alone
the fzcz/fczrczfe , and their relevance
or otherwise to their lives?

How many of us can perform com-
petently the simplest of the ritual
mz.Jzvof  and  how  many  of those
that can, know the reason behind
them? Tf we keep Shabbat or Kas-
forwf are we really doing so from a
position  of  knowledge;  perhaps
more  importantly,  if  we  do  not
perform   these   mz.fzvof ,   do   we
have any reasons for not doing so
and  are  these  reasons  based  on
knowledge  or  simply  on  family
tradition founded on ignorance?

Are we really giving our children  a
good  Jewish  education  and  how
seriously do we rank this in rela-
tion  to  their  secular  education?
Perhaps  more  importantly,  espe-
cially with younger children,  are
we    giving    them    any    positive
reasons  for being  and  remaining
Jewish?
My  guess  is  that  few  of  us  will

score very highly on this self-exami-
nation,  and  that  the  score  of  our
synagogue    communities    will    be
even more dismal.

If  we   ourselves   are   not   really
interested in Judaism and we do not
transmit      any      enthusiasm      for
Judaism  to  our  children,  how  can
we   possibly   expect   them   to   see
Judaism as important in their lives?
If  Judaism  is  not  important,  then
why  should  it  in   any  way  inhibit
their  choice  of  marriage  partner?
Under  these  circumstances  should
we be surprised if our children not
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to  `marry  in'  and,  moreover  is  not
bordering   on   racism   to   insist   or
even    strongly    suggest    that    they
should?   That    last   question    may
seem  excessive  to  you,   but  if  we
think  about  it,  if we  are  not  doing
Jewish things, if we are not living as
Jews,   then   what   is   the   point   of
remaining  Jewish  at  all?  The  argu-
ment for `marrying in' is that it is the
only way to  ensure Jewish survival.
But again  we  must ask  `survival for
what?'    Merely   surviving   without
actually being Jewish  and playing a

part   in   the   work   of   the   Jewish
people  to  help  in  the  improvement
of   the   world   -   /I.kkzt#   o/czm  -   is
pointless.

It  is  a  hard  pill  to  swallow,  but
swallow it we must.I

S_tappen Borodal is a Londoner and product of
Finchley   Reform  Synagogue.   He  graduated
from  Manchester University  in  1986.
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THE     LAST    ISSUE,     I

|yhre°tB[?abs::tra?e::rdmf:sudcaoj;:ei:
with spirituality, partly as an answer
to  its own problem of purpose and
partly  because  it  is  the  problem  of
the society which surrounds it.

Perhaps  it is  also the  problem of
Jewry   elsewhere   too,   because   in
Miami,   Melbourne   and  Tel   Aviv,
people  dance  to  the  same  pop  and
study    the    same    stories    in    the
magazines they buy from the kiosk.
The  language  medium  may  differ
but   much   of   the   message   is   the
Same.

This society, preachers tell us, is a
materialistic  one.   It  is  permissive,
pleasure-seeking      and      hedonist.
Therefore,   the   unspoken   assump-
tion  goes  on,  it  will end in  disaster.
Now this may be true.  Such a com-
petitive  world  may  not  be  able  to
contain  the  pressures  it  builds  up
and  uses  to  create  wealth. The  use
of  nuclear  weapons  is  a  fifty-fifty
chance,   with   slight  odds  on  their
use.

But  hedonism  cannot  be  dismis-
sed     so     easily    and    pejoratively.
Perhaps the trouble with religion is
that people are asking one question,
and they are being given the answer
to another from the pulpit - and the
seeming    irrelevance    of    religion
results from this disjunction.

I:

The  question  they  ask  is,   `How
can I be happy?' The question west-
ern  ministers  are  trained  to  answer
is, `How can I be good?'

Now I do not think it matters that
much  how we approach reality pro-
vided the approach is profound and
honest.  The  same  spiritual  realities
surface in both.  It does mean, how-
ever,   that   we   have   to   wear   our
spirituality   with   a   difference,   to
adapt it to a different life style.

Any  society  which  reaches  a  cer-
tain  standard  of affluence  also  gets
spiritual   problems   along  with  the
affluence like trading stamps.

Boredom,  for  example,  requires
spare  time,  just  as  a  superfluity  of
sex  requires  spare  space  as  well  as
spare   time.   When   survival   seems
certain, the problem which replaces
it  is  purpose.   Suicide   arises  more
from its absence than from the pre-

Asence of poverty.
A lot of religious thought hankers

back to  classical questions and clas-
sical answers. That is why the prob-
lems of the Third World are a social
worker's   nightmare   but   a   theolo-
gian's relief. The presence of God in
poverty  and  deprivation  is  not  dif-
ficult to find,  but the spirituality of
suburbs,  where  most  of  our  mem-
bers  live,  is singularly elusive. That
is perhaps why `Fidler on the Roof '
was  so  much  greater  a  success  on
the   London   stage   that   `The   Bar-
mitzvah  Boy'.  It  is  so  easy  to  find
God    everywhere,    except   in   the
familiar. .

Rabbi  Lionel  Blue  i.f  co#ve#or  o/ /Ac  Bc/A
Din of the  Reform Synagogues  of Great  Bri-
tain.   His   Monday   lnorning  broadcasts   on
Radio   Four's   `Thoughl   for   the   Day'   have
made  him  a  household  name.  Among  his
books.   arc   To   Heaven   with   Scribes   and
Pharisees  cnd  Backdoor  to  Heaven.   Bolts
from the Blue was published in 1986.



MUM IS
MAKING A CAKE

IN A TAXI

Wendy Greengross

HOW DIFFICUIJT IT IS TO
be   today's   Jewish   mother.
The role models have gone,

and  each  of us  is  left  awash having
to    make    decisions    about   appro-
priate behaviour.

In  the  past  it  was  all  so  simple.
First,   you  got   all   your  daughters
married. That was your top priority
and therefore the first sixteen, eigh-
teen  or  twenty  or  even  twenty five
years of motherhood were designed
to  that  end. Your  daughters  had  to
be  well  brought  up  and  fairly  well
educated.  Not too much education,
because  nice Jewish  boys wanted  a
wife to be a wife, not to have ideas
about  a  career.   She  had  to  know
about Yiddishkeit, Kashrut a.nd a. [it-
tle   bit   about  religion.  Things  like
laying  a  Scczcr  Table  and  knowing
that   you   ate   cheese   a/I.#Jzcs   on
Sfe¢vztof,  and  apple  and  honey  on
Rosh Hashcmah.

Your    social    life    was    running
alongside the Cohens and the Levys
because   they   might   have   eligible
sons,  or have friends who had eligi-
ble  sons.  Once  an  engagement was
announced,   you   started   arranging
the wedding, helping with the trous-
seau - whatever happened to trous-
seaus?

Then   a  suitable   time   after  the
wedding,   you   prepared,   P.G.,   to
become  a  grandmother  and,  once
that happened,  you role was secure
for the rest of your life.

What about sons, you might ask?
Well,  mothers  didn't  have  to worry
too much about ffocm. You just had
to ensure that one, at least, became
a  doctor  or  an  accountant.  If  you
managed   that,   the   rest   fell   into
place. Others could be businessmen
or entrepreneurs - I think they used
to  be  called  middle  men,  or  even
workers.  But  marriage.  you  didn't
have    to    worry    about    for    sons,
because   sons   would   get   married
when  they  were  ready,  and  there
was no difficulty for a good son find-
ing a wife. A few wild oats could be
a  problem  but  fathers  could  give
them  a  good  talking  to,  and  that

would  soon  be sorted out.  Sfoz.kscfes
were an undoubted hazard, but sort-
ing   that   out   was   also   a   job   for
father.

Now    it's    all    totally    changed.
Daughters  have  a  job  and  career
and   life   of   their   own   and   leave
home  and  don't  want  to  get  mar-
ried. They live with their girl friends
or   their   boy   friends,   which   isn't
right,   but  we  can  accept  because
everyone else's daughters are doing
the same.

Now   sons   are   a   real   problem.
Some   are   gay   and   tell   everyone
about  it  and  have  really  nice  boy
friends,  who  ought  to  be  husbands
for  daughters.  Others  want  to  get
married and can't find a Jewish girl
who  wants  to  settle  down and be  a
wife and mother.

Feeding the family used to be sim-
ple.  Fried  fish,  cfecz//¢fe  and  butter,
butter  cake,  sf7.wdc/  and  apple  pie
for Friday night.  Sfo¢bbcs lunch was
chopped  liver,  chicken  soup,  chic-
ken   and   co777poJe.   Sometimes   for
the sake of old times, there was cfozt-
/c77J. During the week there was her-
ring,   chopped   and   pickled,   soup,
gccz¢77tpfc meatballs, gc/z7£e fish, rice
pudding,  sweet  and  sour  cabbage,
borsht,  aLnd  more  strudel,  pie  and
cakes, and plenty of milk and eggs.

It  was  hard  work.  Make  no  mis-
take.    No   washing   machine,    cer-
tainly  no  washing  up  machine,  no
tumble  dryer  or  freezer  or  micro-
wave  oven,  and  the  only  food  that
wasn't   prepared   from   scratch   at
home wz\s worsht or viennas.

Mince  meat you could  buy.  Fish,
you    chopped   yourself   at   home.
Chicken  was  bought  without  feath-
ers,  but  the  cleaning was  a job  for
the cook, not the butcher.

Now all that is changed, too. You
can    buy    everything.    Fried    fish,
gcfi./fc fish,  chopped  herring,  chop-
ped     liver,     sfrztde/,     apple     pie,
/ocksfee#  pudding,  and  although  it
obviously   isn't   quite   as   good   as
mother made,  on  the  whole  it  still
tastes all rightT `

The  only  problem  is  that  it's  all
poison.  Eggs  are  no  good  for  you
and   only   once   a   week.   Milk   is
poison.  Anything with  fat  is  not  to
be   touched.   No   scfemc!/fz   for  the
liver.  No butter for the cfe¢//czfe,  but
that  doesn't  matter because  cfeo//czfe
is   also   out.    Salt   and   sugar   are
poison. Red meat js completely out.
White  meat,  such  as  veal  or  even
chicken,  is in but still not nice -all
this factory farming. Fresh fruit and

vegetables    may    be    alright,    but
you've got to watch out for the nit-
rates,   whatever  they  may  be.  As
well   as   the   things   you   can't   eat
which  are  bad  for  you,  which  hap-
pens  to  be  all  the  things  everyone
likes,   there's   also  the  problem  of
persuading   the   family  to   eat  the
things  that  are  good  for  them  like
bran, which everyone hates.

Everything is changing. Tradition
is  made  from  day  to  day.  The  old
customs    fade,    no    longer    seem
appropriate.

As  long  as  you  had  your  health
and  staying  power,  it  was  all  easy.
Jewish mothers were trams running
on pre-ordained lines.  Sometimes a
slight  problem  with  points  or  over-
head   power,   but   the   great   thing
about   trams   and   Jewish   mothers
was that in a crisis you could run to
the other end and drive in the oppo-
site direction to avoid trouble.

Nowadays,   we   Jewish   mothers
are  not  only  not  trams,  we're  not
even  buses  with  a  route  to  follow.
Cars  we're  not  either,  because  cars
have    more    freedom    than    most
Jewish   mothers.   Perhaps   we   are
only   taxis,   being   propelled   quite
haphazardly   from    destination    to
destination  by  something  inside  us
insisting  that  we  go  to  a  particular
place,   only  to  arrive  and  be  sent
once  again  to  yet  another  destina-
tion.

Perhaps  one  of  the  problems  is
that  for  years  Jewish  women  have
only defined themselves in relation-
ship to their husbands, their parents
and  their  children,  and  in  terms  of
service.

Some   will   say   that   was   good,
others will equally truthfully believe
that it was bad. What most accept is
that those days are past and Jewish
mothers      no      longer      have      a
Stereotype.

Devoting  your  life  to  your  hus-
band  and  your  children  no  longer
ensures  that  they  will  devote  their
life  to  looking  after  you  when  you
need   it.   Wives   get   deserted   and
bereaved.  Children, even good chil-
dren,  have  their  own  lives  to  lead,
often a long way away.

We   follow   the   precepts   of  our
mothers  and  are  moulded  by  the
arguments   of   our   daughters.   We
sometimes feel like rudderless boats
being tossed hither and thither, pul-
led one way by the needs of our fain-
ily, pulled in another by the dictates
of  society,  while  at  the  same  time
being told that we must be our own
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person and make choices about our
own    way    of   life.    And    making
choices  and putting yourself first is
really   very   difficult   for   someone
who has been brought up to believe
that  a woman's role is to put some-
one  else,  husband,  child  or parent,
before her own wishes or needs.

Looking back, the ge/z./fc fish and
the   /ocksfee#   soup,   the   obedient
daughter  and  the  dutiful  sons  all
seem so cosy, so easy. But perhaps it
never was like that, and those same
mothers had their problems, coping
with change and regretting the rela-
tive safety of years past.

Probably   all   parenthood   is   an
attempt  to  incorporate  the  best  of
the past, which is a fantasy, with the
best of an uncertain future, which is
a  gamble.  It  is  a  bit  like  making  a
cake with  a recipe - but with  most
of the ingredients  are in unmarked
containers .

It   is   not   really   surprising   that
many     parents     get     unexpected
results..
Dr. `Nendy Greengross is a doctoi.,  counsellor,
/ormcr  `agony  aw#f'  o# The  Sun  a#d Radio
Four's  `If You  Think  You've  Got  Problems'
slot,   and   author   of   the   recent   pamphie[,
Jewish and Homosexual.

THE             RELATIONSHIP
between    Elie    Wiesel    and
American Jewry is central to

the understanding of his function in
Jewish life today.  One must fathom
not merely his writings,  not merely
his  public  activity,  but the function
performed   by   the    `phenomenon'
Elie Wiesel amidst the spiritual vac-
uum of Diaspora life.

The       examination       of       this
phenomenon  highlights  one  of the
central  issues  of  Jewish  life  in  the
last  decades  of  the  twentieth  cen-
tury  and  the  award  of  the  Nobel
Peace  Prize to  Elie Wiesel is  a fine
peg  upon  which  to  hahg  such  an
examination.

The reactions to the prize expres-
sed   by   some   leading   American-
Jewish    intellectuals    was    critical.
Martin     Peretz,     editor    of    IVcw
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Repz4b/z.c    and    one    of   the    chief
lobbyists    for    Israel,    said:     `The
award  of the  Nobel  Peace  Prize  to
Elie Wiesel has very little to do with
peace,  as  far  as American Jews,  or
anyone else for that matter, are con-
cerned.  I  suspect  that  this  interna-
tional  recognition  will  confirm  the
Holocaust as the central  content of
Jewishness for American Jews. '

According   to   the   Israeli   daily
Hcz'czrefz Martin Peretz added:  `The
Jews    in    the    United    States    are
neither observant nor do they study
(Judaism).  They  have  a  Holocaust
to mourn. This is what people have
learned  from  the  message  of  Elie
Wiesel.   That   message   has   had   a
negative influence  on Jewish life  ...
Elie  Wiesel  has  contributed  to  the
concentration   of  Jewish   attention
on  the  Holocaust,  instead  of other
forms     of     meaningful     Judaism.
Israel,  by  the  way,  is  fulfilling  the
same  function.  This  is  one  of  the
reasons    why   Jewish    life    in    the
United States is so empty.'

A  wider  context  in  which  such
criticism  ought  to  be  seen  was pro-
vided by a veteran American-Jewish
educationalist,  Dr.  Eli  Grad,  Presi-
dent Emeritus of Hebrew College in
Brookline,       Massachussets.       He
wrote:   `For  vast  numbers  of  post-
Holocaust American  Jews,  interest
in  the  Holocaust  became  the  ulti-
mate  expression  of Jewish  commit-
ment.    Masses    who    have    never
studied  Jewish  history,  philosophy
or  literature,   flock   to   lectures  or
courses about the Holocaust.

`American   Jewish  life   is   largely

empty  of  meaningful  Jewish   con-
tent;  the  impact  of  the  miracle  of
rebirth of the State of Israel is wear-
ing off for a generation born into  a
world in which Israel is a reality; the
Holocaust provides a "new high" , in
the "ultimate fix."

`The preponderance of Holocaust

courses reflects the reality that they
frequently draw more students than
all other Judaica courses combined.
Faced  with  the  need  to  attract  stu-
dents  and  funding,  universities  dis-
covered  "Sfooczfo  business"  and  are
making the most of it.

`Leaving alone the moral issue of

trivialisation   of  the   Holocaust   to
meet  emotional  needs  of  contem-
porary American Jews - eventually
this "new high" will wear off. What
do  we  do  then  to  attract  Jews  to
Judaism?'

Israelis   offer   different   explana-
tions   of  the   phenomenon  Wiesel.

The incredible immunity which Elie
Wiesel's  writing  enjoys  among  the
American  literary  critics  - a  breed
noted for its savage and devastatin'g
debunking  -   is   attributed   to   the
guilt-feelings  harboured  by  Ameri-
can  Jews   about  their  indifference
during  the  Holocaust.  Non-Jewish
critics, for their part, will avoid any-
thing    to    draw    upon    themselves
charges  of  anti-semitism  in  writing
about  a Holocaust survivor such as
Wiesel.  Altogether,  it  is  an  unheal-
thy    situation,    in    which.Wiesel's
merits and demerits are ignored for
extraneous reasons.

Since  the  effect  of  Elie  Wiesel's
writings is to offer the experience of
the Holocaust to American Jews as
a  religious  or  pseudo-religious  sub-
stitute,  it  is  hardly  surprising  that
most  of  the  criticism  comes  from
secular critics.

In   Israel,   the  main   criticism  of
Elie Wiesel comes from a prominent
political  `dove'  -  and  supporter  of
religious reform in  Israel - Mr.  Uri
Avnery,    Editor    of    the    weekly
Haolam   Hazeh.   But   in   general
Wiesel    is    unpopular    with    most
Israelis     for     reasons     caustically
explained by  Mr. Yoel Markus,  col-
umnist  of  the  Israeli  independent
daily Hcz'czrefz.  Commenting on the
Nobel award, he wrote:

`Millions of viewers on American

television  saw  his  tormented  face
and suffering eyes when he said:  "I
am   asking   myself,   why   I,   of   all
people?"

Scathingly,  Markus  adds:  `There
are   two   possible   answers   to   this
question.  One is lobbying.`The   second   is   that   no   one   is

under  any  obligation  to  accept  the
Nobel  Prize.  If he thinks that he is
unworthy  and  does  not  understand
"why   me"   he   can   always   give   it

up...'
So  let  us  look  at Wiesel's written

ocwt;rc.   His  26  books  fall  into  sev-
eral categories:

Memoire      of      outrage      from
Auschwitz  and  other  concentration
camps   -   called   in   English   Ivi.gfe/
(written and published in Yiddish in
1956,  in  French  in  1958,  in  English
in  1960).

The  Jews  of Silence  - re;ports  Of
meetings  with  Soviet  Jews,  written
and published in Hebrew in 1965, in
French in 1966, in English in  1968.

Four  novels,  some  of them  well-
crafted,   written   in   the   1960's   -
Dawn,   The   Accident,   The   Tlown
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Beyond  the Wall,  The  Gates  of the
Forest.

A  Beggar  in  Jerusalem -  chalac-
ters    of   Wiesel's    previous    novels
meet at the Western Wall against the
background of the Six Day War.

Collections    of   cfeczsz.cZz.c    legends
and   portraits   of   cfeczsz.cZz.c   masters,
like   Sow/J   o#   Fz.rc,    published   in
1972.

Several   books   published   during
the  last  decade  continue the  motifs
of  previous   books,   like   rfec   F!.fffe
Son.

This   prolific   output   marks   Elie
Wiesel  as  a  moralist  and  a  cfeczsz.cZz.c
folklorist.  Wiesel  poses  moral  ques-
tions with incisivenes and rhetorical
power.   His   collections   of   cfeosz.cZz.c
legends  place  him  squarely  in  the
tradition      of     writers      such      as
Bedichevsky,  Steinman  and  Buber,
despite Wiesel's personal interpreta-
tion.  His  book  7lfee Jews  o/ Sz./c#cc
fulfilled  a  useful  role  in  the  Soviet
Jewry campaign in Israel and in the
West.

IVz.gAJ    is    undoubtedly    Wiesel's
masterpiece,  his  only  book  describ-
ing the death camps directly, and his
only  book  likely  to  survive  into  the
next    generation    because    of   the
truthfulness with which it describes
the process of de-humanisation.

But is M.gfof a work of art,  in the
sense     that     any     book     on     the
Holocaust can ever be a work of art,
in  the  sense  that  the  novel  B/oocZ
/ron   ffec  Sky  written   by  Wiesel's
friend  Piotr  Rawicz,  a  Polish  Jew
and  an  inmate  of  Auschwitz,  is  a
work of art,  `a masterpiece'  accord-
ing to Elie Wiesel himself?

AI  Alvarez  addressed. himself to
this question in his essay `The Liter-
ature  of  the  Holocaust',  written  in
1964:  `As a human document,  IVz.gfef
is   almost   unbearably   painful   and
certainly beyond criticism.  But  ...  it
is a failure as a work of art .... When
what  Wiesel   has   to   say   becomes
intolerable for him, he falls back on
rhetoric. The  terror  and  the failure
are stated, but their real potency are
never    quite    expressed.    So    they
become  unreal,  remote,  something
out there . '

This    danger    of    rhetoric    has
always    been    present   in   Wiesel's
work.  The   Encyclopaedia  Judaica
insisted  in  an  essay  on  `Holocaust
Literature  in  European  Languages'
that   Wiesel's    last    books    on    the
Ho\oca,ust, Beggar in Jerusalem zind
One   Generation  After,  .were  £IaLg-
mentary   in   design;   their   symbols

often  appeared  contrived  and  their
language  closer  to  empty  rhetoric
than true parable.'

Some   of  this   rhetoric  provided
the   motifs   for   the   philosophy   or
theology  of  the  Holocaust,   which
found    acceptance    in    intellectual
Jewish circles in the United States.

Elie Wiesel's  IVz.gfez is  a  history  of
loss of religious faith.  `Never shall I
forget  those  moments  which  mur-
dered   my   God   and   my   soul   and
turned my dreams to dust.'

`Behind   me,   I   heard   the   same

man  asking:  "Where  is  God now?"
And   I   heard   a   voice   within   me
answering    him:    "Where    is    He?
Here He is - He is hanging here on
this gallows  ..."

`My  eyes  were  open  and  I  was

alone  -  terribly  alone  in   a  world
without God and without man.'

The     French     writer     Franeois
Mauriac,  in  his  forward,  to  IVz.gfef-
summed  up  Wiesel's  position:  `For
him,   Nietzsche's  cry  expressed   an
almost    physical    reality;    God    is
dead,  the  God  of  love,  of  gentle-
ness,    of    comfort,    the    god    of
Abraham,  of  Isaac,  of  Jacob,  has
vanished  forevermore,  beneath  the
gaze of this child, in the smoke of a
human  holocaust  exacted  by  Race,
the most voracious of all idols.'

In     later     novels     Elie    Wjesel
increasingly    becomes    part    of    a
cfeczs!.cZz.c  tradition   of  dialogue  with
God, whose most famous exponent
was   Rabbi   Levi   Yitzhok   of   Ber-
dichev:   `The   shout   (against   God)
becomes  a  prayer  in  spite  of  me'
(The rllown Beyond the WalD .

He  remains  pi.eoccupied,  almost
obsessed, by God in the Holocaust.
In A#z. A4cz'czmz.73 we find him writing
in    1973:    `The   silence   of   God   is
God'.

He  continues  to  ask  where  was
God   when   infants  from   Hungary
were thrown alive in Auschwitz into
burning    pits    as    a    labour-saving
device in  1944.

`1  don't  feel  any  theology  of  the

Holocaust   is   possible   except   this
one: if the Messiah were to come. . .'
he says in a late interview.

Wiesel  usually  speaks  about  the
Holocaust as `an Event', with a cap-
ital  `E',  ie.  a  mysterious,  religious
event. After proclaiming the Death
of    God,   Wiesel   proclaimed    the
`Madness  of  God'  and  `Silence  of

God'.   George   Steiner,   who   dedi-
cated his essay  `A Kind  of Survivor'
to Elie Wiesel, wrote:

`Certain Jewish mystics have said

that Belsen and Treblinka embody a
momentary  eclipse  or  madness  of
God;  others  have  spoken  of  God's
especial,  and  therefore  unfathoma-
ble,  nearness  to  His  chosen  in  the
gas-oven    and    at    the    whipping-
block' .

Other  liolocaust  victims  do  not
share  Wiesel's   preoccupation   with
God's role. Philip Mueller, a Slovak
Jew, who was a witness for the pro-
secution    in    the   Auschwitz    trial,
reported in the Sfeoczfe documentary
film  that  Czech  Jews  murdered  in
June 1944 at the entrance to the gas
chambers   sang  the   `fJcz/z.kt;¢fo'   and
the  Czech  National  Anthem.  This
gesture  of  defiance  and  of  reasser-
tion   of   their   human   dignity   was
done   in   the   name   of  Czech   pat-
riotism and Zionism.

Wiesel's own frequent pronounce-
ments  on  the  Holocaust  as  a  relig-
ous  event  are  a  contribution  to  the
intellectual   confusion  of  Diaspora
Jews.

In  1967,  writing in /L!cZcz!.sin about
`Jewish      Values      in      the      Post-

Holocaust     Future'     Elie     Wiesel
declared:    `The   full   story   of   the
Holocaust has not yet been told. All
that    we     know    is    fragmentary,
perhaps even  untrue.  Perhaps what
we  tell  about  what  happened  and
what really happened has nothing to
do  one  with  the  other.  We  want  to
remember.   But   remember   what?
And what  for?  Does  anyone  know
the answer to this?'

As   an   anguished   expression   of
self-doubt this statement commands
respect.  It  is  about  the  inadequacy
of language  to  express  the  unutter-
able.

But  I  myself cannot  help  feeling
that  it  is  also  about Wiesel's  whole
literary work - an attempt to tell the
story of the  Holocaust,  a story out-
side  previous  human  experience  -
not   by   devising   a   new   narrative
strategy,   but  by  anchoring  it  in  a
traditional Jewish  cfeczsz.dz.c tradition
of  storytelling.  This   literary  tradi-
tion,  which  so  endeared  Wiesel  to
American   Jews,   conscious   of  the
intellectual     emptiness     of     their
Jewishness,   is   perceived   by   Elie
Wiesel himself as wholly inadequate
for the literary expression of the age
of inhumanity.I

Ze'ev  Ben  Shlomo  was  born  in  Poland  altd
survived the  Nazi Holocaust.  He lives in Lon-
don and is the  East  Europe correspondent of
/fee Jewish Chronicle.
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a
THE

LANGUAGE OF
A DREAM

Norman Berdichevsky

THIS YEAR OF 1987 MARKS
the  seventieth  anniversary of
the    death    of    Dr.     Lazar

Ludwig  Zamenhof,  initiator  of the
international langauge Esperanto, a
man recognised by a UN resolution
on the occasion of the centenary of
his birth in  1959  as  `One of the out-
standing  personalities  of  mankind.'
Although   Esperanto   has   become
the  common  possession  of all man-
kind,   the   vision   which   motivated
and sustained Zamenhof was that of
a  secure,  productive  and  culturally
creative   existence   for   the   Jewish
people  living  in  a  world  of  under-
standing and mutual respect among
the  nations.  His  achievement  pro-
vides an inspiring example of devo-
tion   to   learning,   prophetic  vision
and identification with Jewish herit-
age and destiny.

The    parallels   between    Eliezer
Ben  Yehuda,  who  was  responsible
for  the  revival  of modern  Hebrew
and Zamenhof are striking and even
uncanny. They were born within one
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year  of  each  other,  1858-59,  within
200 kilometers distance and grew up
in   similar  homes,   imbued   by   the
`Litvak'     -     Lithuanian-Jewish    -

movement   of   the   fJczskc/czfe   (En-
1ightenment)   in   which   respect   for
secular     learning     was     esteemed
equally with Jewish tradition. Their
humanitarian   ideals   led   both   of
them   to   embark   initially   upon   a
career   in    medicine.    Both    made
enormous     professional,     material
and  physical  sacrifices  to   advance
the  cause  of their languages  in  the
face  of their many opponents'  deri-
sive sneers that they were eccentrics

` or fan.atics.

The life and work of Bern Yehuda
are  well  known  and  his  memory  is
widely   honoured   by   the   State   of
Israel  and  its  institutions.   But  the
life  and work of Zamenhof deserve
to    reach    a    far   wider   audience.
Streets   and   squares   in   over   two
hundred    cities    bear    his    name,
including     Jerusalem,     Tel     Aviv,
Haifa,  Warsaw,  Budapest,  Vlenna,
Amsterdam,     Hamburg,     Zagreb,
Marseilles,     Antwerp,     Barcelona
and Rio  de Janeiro.  He was one of
the  first  members  of  the  Hovcz.veg.
rzz.o7c,   the   earliest   Zionist   settle-
ment movement, author of the first
comprehensive   scholarly   grammar
of  the  yj.czdisfe  language.  Remarka-
bly, his was one of the first portraits
to appear on Soviet postage stamps,
predating     those     of    Marx     and
Engels!  In  spite  of these  and  many
other honours, most people still fail
to identify his name.

It  is  not  difficult  to  understand
the reason. A very small portion of
the world's population has a reason-
able   command   of   a   second   lan-
guage.  Where  the  first  language  in
question   is   `prestigious',   such   as
English,  French,  Russian,  Spanish
or German,  speakers view the idea
of     a     neutral     international     or
auxiliary  language  as  eccentric  and
superfluous.  Esperanto's popularity
has   always   been   greatest   among
speakers  of `minor'  languages  such
as   .Hungarian,   Bulgarian,   Dutch,
Finnish,   Danish   and   Serbo-Croat
who  have  already  acquired  one  or
more  foreign  languages in  order  to
communicate   beyond   the   bound-
aries of their own countries.

Jews  constituted  a  large  propor-
tion    of    the    pre-World    War    11
Esperantists in Central and Eastern
Europe. They fell victim to the twin
oppression of Hitler, who as early as
the  publication  of  A4cz.#  Kczmp/ in

1923  had  declared  Esperanto  to  be
`the  creation  of Jews,  Communists

and     Freemasons,'     and     Stalin's
xenophobia.  The  Soviet  Union  ini-
tially  adopted a favourable attitude
towards  the  international  language
and supported an Esperanto theatre
during  the  nineteen-thirties.  Many
socialists  referred  to  Esperanto  as
`the   Latin   of   the   Proletariat.'   A

reversal  occurred  when  it  became
clear to Stalin that Esperantists out-
side the USSR were unwilling to fol-
low  the  party line  as  dictated  from
Moscow    and,    even    worse,    that
Soviet   Esperantists   were   able   to
inform       correspondents       abroad
unchecked  about  the  ugly  realities
of Soviet life. The result was that by
1938   the   Soviet   press   and   penal
code had designated Esperanto as a
`tool      of      Zionism       and      Cos-

mopolitanism,'      and     almost     all
Soviet  Esperantists  either  perished
in the great purges or languished in
Siberian   labour   camps   until   the
Krushchev thaw of 1956.

Both Zamenhof and Ben Yehuda
regarded   the   problem   of   Jewish
identity   as   inseparable   from   the
question of language.  Ben Yehuda's
vision   focussed   on   the   revival   of
Hebrew   as   a  pre-condition   for   a
Jewish national renaissance. At vari-
ous    times    Zamenhof,    too,    had
toyed with the idea of reviving IIeb-
rew,    and   the   use   of   the   Latin
alphabet  for yz.czdz.sfe.  He  ultimately
rejected both solutions in favour of
a   neutral   international   language.
This  language  would,  at  the  same
time,  be  used  as  a  Jewish  national
language.   Zamenhof   argued   that
only    a    common    language    (Es-
peranto)   and  a  common  territory
offered  a  solution  to  the  insecurity
of Jewish  existence - for  a time  he
had advocated Jewish settlement of
the  American West  aimed  at  state-
hood along the lines of the Mormon
settlement   of   Utah.   For   a   brief
period,  Zamenhof  also  held  out  a
dual    hope    for    the    progress    of
Esperanto   as  the   language  to   be
accepted  by  the  Jewish  masses,  a
`new  Yiddish',  as  well  as  the  more

far-reaching     goal     of     a     widely
accepted     international     auxilliary
language  -  `everyone's  second  lan-
guage.'

To   appreciate   fully   Zamenhof 's
life-work    and    achievement,    one
must   study    his   background,    up-
bringing,    character    and    motiva-
tions.     Several    biographies    have
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appeared,     all     written     for     an
Esperanto-reading  audience.  In  all
but    one    of    these    biographies,
Zamenhof 's  Jewish  roots  and  moti-
vations     are     considerably     toned
down. Yet they were the very source
of his  success  whereas  hundreds  of
professional   linguists   working  full
time and with often generous finan-
cial support and technical assistance
have    managed    to    produce   only
paperprojects.

Zamenhof   was   born   in   Bialys-
tock, in the then Russian ruled pro-
vince  of  Grodno  -  today  it  is  in
Northeastern  Poland  near  the  bor-
der of the Lithuanian Soviet repub-
lic. He was the oldest child in a fam-
ily of nine brothers and sisters. Both
his   father   and   grandfather   were
teachers of French and German and
supporters   of  the   Haskala   move-
ment   which   encouraged   Jews   to
seek  secular  learning  and  aspire  to
social integration with the surround-
ing  society  while  stopping  short  of
assimilation.  The  goal  of  H¢skcz/czfo
supporters  was  equal  rights  based
on  common  citizenship.  The  deep
ethnic,  religious  and  linguistic  div-
isions in his native Bialystok - Rus-
sian and yz.dczz.sfe speaking Jews who
formed   the   majority,   Polish   and
Lithuanian  Catholics  and  German
Lutherans,  all  ruled by a thin  laye.r
of    Russian    Orthodox    burocrats
deeply      impressed      the      young
Zamenhof ,  who  had  already  mas-
tered half a dozen languages before
entering  the  local  grammar  school.
Although many Jews were bilingual
in  Russian  and  yz.dczz.sfe,  Zamenhof
had       also       acquired       Hebrew,
Aramaic,     German    and    French
through  the  influence  of his  father
and   grandfather.   He   had  learned
Polish from friends and at the state-
run   elementary   school,   and   then
Latin    and    Greek    at    grammar
school.  To  these  he  added  a  good
reading  knowledge  of  English  and
Italian   and  perhaps  several  other
European     languages.     Later    he
would  make  use  of  important  ele-
ments from all of these languages. in
creating Esperanto.

Although careful to play down his
Jewish identity following the initial
success   of   the   Esperanto   move-
ment,  due to the fear of provoking
anti-semitic opposition  in the wake
of the Dreyfus trial, Zamenhof did
not  hesitate  to  express  his  deepest
Jewish emotions and convictions in
private   correspondence   or  before
selected Jewish  audiences.  In  a let-

ter   to   a   French   Esperantist,   A.
Michaux, in 1905, Zamenhof wrote:

`If I had not been a Jew out of the

ghetto, the idea of the unity of man-
kind would either never have come
into my head or it never would have
held  me  so  obstinately  during  the
course of my entire life. The unhap-
piness  of  the  disunity  of  mankind
can never be felt so strongly as by a
Jew out of the ghetto who is obliged
to  pray  to  God  in  a  long-dead  lan-
guage,  and who  receives  his educa-
tion and instruction in the language
of a people who oppresses him, and
who has co-sufferers throughout the
world  with  whom  he  cannot  com-
municate.'

A       significant       insight       into
Zamenhof's synthesis of Jewish par-
ticularism  and  universal  ideals  can
be  gained  from  an  analysis  of  an
early pseudonym he used `Unuel' -
Unu is the Esperanto word for one,
and El is the Hebrew word for God.
The Biblical story of one prehistoric
universal langauge and the Tower of
Babel   (Genesis   11:    1-9)   and   the
prophetic vision of Zephaniah (3:9)
of  a  future  messianic  time  can  be
viewed       as       an       allegory       of
Zamenhof 's idealism and the secret
of his success.

The  anguish  which  gripped  Rus-
sian Jewry following the pogroms of
1881  raised revolutionary hopes for
change  as  well  as  the  question  of
mass emigration. Zamenhof arrived
in  Warsaw  during  a  break  in  his
medical studies at the University of
Moscow  and  published  an   article
calling   for   mass   emigration   to   a
Jewish  homeland  to  be  created  in
the     United     States.      Zamenhof
opposed Jewish settlement in Pales-
tine  purely  on  pragmatic  grounds,
arguing that  the  country's  sensitive
geopolitical  location  and  its  religi-
ous  Christian  and  Moslem  signifi-
cance would raise serious barriers.

His    article    achieved    notoriety
primarily    because   it    evoked    an
avalanche  of ` opposition  from  con-
firmed   Zionists.   Their   arguments
convinced  Zamenhof to  change  his
stance, a rare example of him being
swayed  by  emotion.  From  1881  to
1884  he  became  one  of  the  most
active leaders in the Hot;cz.t;ez. Tzz.o#
movement,    collecting   funds    and
writing articles while completing his
medical  studies.   During  the  same
period,   Ben  Yehuda   became   the
first  habitual  speaker  of  Hebrew,
demonstrating by sheer force of will
that the revival of the language was

a necessary and logical consequence
of Zionism.

It   was   another   telling,   if   coin-
cidental,   parallel   that   Zamenhof
published      his      first      Esperanto
textbooks     in     1887     under     the
pseudonym  `Doktoro  Esperanto'  -`Dr.   Hopeful'  -  just   a  few  years

after the composition of the Zionist
anthem    `Hczfz.kvczfo'   -   The   Hope.
Zamenhof   finally   abandoned   his
Zionist  activities  about  the  time  of
his graduation from  medical school
and  marriage  in  1884. Through  the
generosity  of  his  father-in-law,   he
succeeded   in   publishi`ng   the   first
Esperanto  textbooks  in  the  major
European    languages    of   Russian,
German,      Polish,      French      and
English in  1886 followed by Italian,
Swedish,  Hebrew  and  yz.ddz.sfe  edi-
tions in 1888. The initial response to
Zamenhof's project was favourable
but progress was slow until the turn
of the century.  Zamenhof withdrew
from  Jewish  affairs  to  devote  him-
self to Esperanto, but followed with
intense interest the deliberations of
the  first  Zionist  Congress  in  1897
and the debate over territorial alter-
natives    such    as    Argentina,    the
United   States,   Canada,   Australia
and  Uganda.   By   1901,   Zamenhof
had  just  begun  to  enjoy  the  dedi-
cated   admiration   of  thousands  of
followers when he  felt  obligated  to
take  part  in  the  great  debate  over
the future of the Jewish people.

He  was  very  careful  about  com-
promising the Esperanto movement
because   of   his   own   beliefs   and
Jewish  identity.  Zamenhof had  fre-
quently  espoused  belief in what  he
called      the      `internal      idea'      of
Esperanto, which he defilied as the
ultimate goal of a world order based
on   understanding,   tolerance   and
mutual   respect   between   peoples.
Each community would preserve its
own  customs,  religious  beliefs  and
language `at home,' but would meet
each   other  `abroad'   on  a  neutral
basis. This  `internal  idea'  provoked
the hostility of chauvinistic and anti-
semitic  forces  which  saw  in  it  evi-
dence   of   another   `Jewish   conspi-
racy' aimed at world domination.

Under   the   pseudonym   `Homo
Sum'  -  I  am  a  Man  -  Zamenhof
wrote    a    pamphlet    entitled    fJz./-
lelism -A Project for the Solution of
the  Jewish  Question.   On  the  first
page he posed the terrible question:
Why  Jewish  suffering?  He  argued
that the Jews were the descendants
of a people who had lost the essen-
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tial  national  characteristics  of  land
and   language.   Their   chief  misery
and cause of suffering was the sepa-
rateness  of  their  religious  doctrine
which,    alone    among    the    great
monotheistic faiths, was limited to a
single nation when  it should be the
universal      possession      of      many
peoples,   in   the   same   manner   as
Christianity,   Islam   and   the   Bahai
faith.   The   solution   he   advocated
was   a   radical   reform   of  Judaism
stripped of ritual and the doctrine of
the     Chosen     People.     The     new
reformed   faith   would   follow   the
pure monotheism of Moses and the
ethical commands of the prophets in
the  liberal  spirit  of the  great  rabbi,
Hillel  (1§t  century  BCE).  Hillelism
rested  on  a  belief  in  the  Supreme
Being  and  in  obeying  the  voice  of
one's   conscience.   It   would   slowly
win   adherents   among   Jews   who
would     simultaneously     strive     to
create a national existence in a com-
mon    territory    and    through    the
medium   of   a   common   language,

Esperanto        being        Zamenhof 's
choice.   His   ideas   met   with   little
response  among  the  Jewish  masses
and  were  ignored  by the  Orthodox
who    had    already   pronounced    a
`Cfecrcm'    -    excommunication    -

against  Ben  Yehuda  for  what  they
conceived as an audacious and blas-
phemous attempt to use Hebrew for
purely secular purposes.

Zamenhof    achieved    a    major
breakthrough   as   the   result   of  an
international  congress  in  France  in
1905  and  the  support  he  received
from    such    intellectual    giants    as
Tolstoy.  He  received  the  Order  of
the   Legion   of   Honour   from   the
French   Government,   the   first   of
many   awards   which   brought   him
recognition  and  made  Esperanto  a
serious force in Europe by 1914.

What   can   one   learn   from   the
parallel lives and work of Zamenhof
and Ben Yehuda? The question of a
language for the Jewish People has
been  resolved.  Hebrew  was  and  is
the    only    authentic    language    of

Jewish   civilisation.    Ben   Yehuda's
vision  of  a  national  linguistic  and
cultural revival eclipsed Zamenhof 's
universalist  ideal.  Yet  the  promise
of Esperanto for a future messianic
time  remains. This was significantly
recognised   by   Ben   Yehuda's   son,
Itamar   Ben  Avi,   who   argued   on
behalf  of  Esperanto   in   his   news-
paper,  Doczr H¢yom.  In  a world  of
national,    religious    and    language
rivalries Esperanto remains for hun-
dreds  of thousands  a  realistic hope
for  a  neutral  bridge  where  all  can
meet without any feeling of inferior-
ity. .

NI)rman   Berdichevsky   wcis   cdz{cczfcd   z.#   fAc
United States and gained a doctorate in .geog-
rapky  and  anthropology  from the  University
of wisconsin in 1974. Now living in Israel and
working as a researcher, writer and translator,
he speaks or reads Hebrew,  Danish, Spanish,
Portuguese,       Norwegian,       Swedish      and
Esperanto.
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So we asked five Of those seeking to cope with the present havoc to look ahead another 20 years.

THE LONELINESS
OF THE

ELECTRONIC AGE
Eugene Heimler

I: 2007  THE   ELECTRONIC

|:::aswof:]huh£::iiafg.eat:£rgF;:¥_
centage  of  the  population  will  not
go  to  work,  but  work will  come  to
their homes.  Most  clerical  and  sec-
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retarial  work,  for  example, .will  be
done  at  home  and  the  social  isola-
tion of men and women will be felt
strongly.   It   is   this   social   isolation
that  may  become  one  of the  great
problems  at  the  beginning  of  the
next century.

As  children  may well  only spend
part  of their  day  in  school  and  les-
sons  will  be  provided by closed  cir-
cuit          educational          television ,
increased  responsibility  will  fall  on
parents  to  see  that  their  children
take  advantage  of this new type of
learning. The  educational  program-

mes in  all likelihood will emphasize
specialized    knowledge,    preparing
children   to   become   specialists   in
this  electronic  age.  As  many  more
children  and  parents  will  have  to
spend   more   time   in   the   home
together,  it  is  likely  that  there  will
be  increased  tension  there.   Many
forms of today's transactions, at pre-
sent conducted outside the house -
banking, purchasing -will give way
to  transactions  through  computers.
It  is   reasonable   therefore   to   pre-
sume  that  large  numbers  of people

Continued on next page
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will   not   #cccZ   to   go   out   of   their
homes at all.

In  this  electronic age,  unemploy-
ment   may   well   have   eased.   New
possibilities will have opened up for
those with the newly acquired skills
of the  electronic age.  As the  home
becomes,   for   many   people,   their
offices      too,      and     as     specially
designed  factories  will   be  needed
for   new   types   of   electronic   pro-
ducts,   there   will   probably   be   a
boom in the construction and build-
ing  industries.  There  will  also  be  a
considerable   development   in   the
transport    and    personal    services
industries,   so   unemployment   will
cease to  be the  major problem it is
today, though it will still affect those
with no skills.

Physical     comforts     will     have
increased  considerably  by  2007  for
the  majority  of the  population  but
one of the great problems that soci-
ety  and  the  individual  will  have  to
face, due to changed work-patterns,
is  an  increasing  `existential  loneli-
ness'.

To   reduce   this   loneliness,   the
Jewish community will need to cater
for  programmes  where  people  will
have access to both group  and indi-
vidual   interaction   during   day   or
evening.  (Most  people will  be  able
to  organise  their work  schedule  so
that the 9-5 pattern of working will
not  apply).  There  will  also  be  an
increasing need for all kinds of crea-
tive outlets.

One  of  the  problems  at  present
with   such   creative   outlets   is   the
uncertainty  of  the  individual  as  to
whether   he   can,   in   actual   fact,
express himself adequately through
learned   creative   outlets.    Interest
and   ability   are   not   identical   and
what is missing, and will have to be
found  by the next century,  is  a sys-
tematic   approach   to   discover  the
hidden gifts and abilities that people
have.

The churches and synagog`ues will
need enlightened priests and rabbis
whose functions will have to extend
beyond their present roles and who
will have to have, as an integral part
of their training, the understanding
and  knowledge  of  how  to  enable
people  to  discover  their  gifts  and
potentials.  They  will  have  to  sanc-
tion the work of facilitators who, in
close  co-operaton  with  them,  will
help  people  to  find  meaning  and
purpose     in     definable     creative
activities.  After  all,  creativity  and
spirituality  are  very  closely  linked

and  creativity  can  lead  to  a  much
richer and fuller religious life.

Changing   work   patterns,   social
isolation and the sense of aloneness
should    prove    strong    motivating
forces   for   a   renewed   interest   in
religion  and  religious  life.  To  this
renewed  interest  the  Jewish   com-
munity     must     be     prepared     to
respond..

Professor  Eugene  Heimler  /rczz.„£  cznd /c¢cfees
social functioning through the  Heimler Foun-
dation.

LIVING TO 120

Melvyn Carlowe

MOST   OF   US   LIVE   IN
hope   that   we   will   reach
`a ripe  old  age'.  For many

of  us  it  may  prove  to  be  a  wish
which  could  turn  into  a  nightmare
unless   the   community   plans   now.
Twenty  years  ago  it  was  a  major
event when one of the residents in a
Jewish Welfare Board home for the
elderly    celebrated    a    hundredth
birthday,   today   it   is   fairly   com-
monplace.   So  the  traditional  bles-
sing `that you should live to be one
hundred  and twenty'  is  not too far
fetched !

We are an  ageing community but
in  danger  of  too  many  achieving
`old age'  at about the same time!  It

is not just a Jewish phenomenon for
it is envisaged that currently 10 mil-
lion   people,   or   18°/o   of  the   UK
population is old. What is more this
trend   will   continue   to   1991   and
recommence  upwards  by  the  year
2000.  For Anglo-Jewry the momenJ
tary  pause  is  of  little  help  for  we
already    have    a    disproportionate
number of elderly in our community
as  the  table  below  illustrates.  We
will  have to  contend with  far more
`very old-old' by the end of the cen-

tury.

LONDON JEWRY ELDERLY
POPULATION PROJECTIONS

(MORTALITYBASED)

1985          1995         2005
65-74          24000      22500      20500
75-84           12500       16500       15500

84+         2600         2400         3100
TOTAL    39100      41400      39100

*(Community Planning & Research

Committee Demographic & Socio-
Economic Analysis March '85)

The implications for Anglo-Jewry
should   be   self-evident.   A   falling
birthrate  coupled  with  an  increase
in life expectancy will impose a real
burden  on  the  balance  of the  com-
munity.  For it  is they who will have
to  provide   the   extra   resources  to
care for their senior citizens as well
as   to   fund   Jewish   education   and
continue  to  support  Israel.  Are  we
capable   of  defusing   this   `geriatric
time-bomb'   with   the   resources   at
our disposal?

I  believe  that  with  careful  plan-
ming  #ow  we  can  take  steps  which
should  alleviate  the  problem.  I has-
ten to  add that I do not accept that
old  age  in  itself is  the  problem  but
rather the  lack  of resources for the
needs  of the  elderly.  Currently  the
answer     for     a     relatively     small
number  of  people  is  through  the
provision of institutional or residen-
tial care. This is no longer the obvi-
ous  answer  for,  firstly,  the  capital
costs   of  building  new  homes   are
exorbitant,   secondly,   the   running
expenses are even more horrendous
and  thirdly  and  most  importantly,
the majority  of people  do not wish
to end their days in  an old peoples'
home  no  matter  how  lavish  it  may
be.  Most  people prefer  to  stay  put
in  their  own  homes  surrounded  by
surviving friends and relatives.

It is clear that we have to provide
additional     community-based     ser-
vices    which     actually     help    and
encourage   people   to   stay   in   the
community. This can be achieved by
creating further day centres, meals-
on-wheels  services  and  domiciliary
care   services   like   those   currently
offered by JWB which actually ena-
ble  old  folk  to  stay  in  their  own
homes in  spite of severe frailty and
handicap.

Although     these     services     are
costly,  they  are  very  cost  effective
because    they    cater   for    a   large
number   of   individuals.   They   are
also    able    to    draw   on    the   one
resource  we  know  will  be  readily
available - namely the elderly them-
selves. They are more than capable
of     organising     recreational     and
therapeutic     activities     for    them-
selves.   A  visit  to  any  day  centre,
friendship  club  or JACs  group  will

t    so.on      prove      this      fact.     These

community-based      services      also
reflect the right for all our commun-
ity  to  have  their  dignity  and  inde-
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pendence respected at all times. For
those  who  are  unable to  cope  even
with all  the community support ser-
vices we should be able to cater for
them within the existing network of
residential care establishments.

Stop and think for a moment and
remember    that    unless    we    plan
today,   services   which   reflect   the
overwhelming  desire  among  those
at home to stay where they are, we
may have  to face the consequences
of a gloomy future,  not just for our
grandparents,  or  parents,  but  ozt7.-
sc/vcs.           We          have          always
demonstrated our innovativeness as
a   community,   I   hope   history   will
judge us fairly because we will have
taken the right action in time..

Meivyn C2irlowe  is  E.xecu[ive  Director  of the
Jewish Welfare  Board.

BRINGING SINGLE PARENTS

INTO THE COMMUNITY

Sam Brier

0NE   CHILD   IN   EVERY
eight   currently   lives   in    a
single-parent  family.  There

are    now    about     I     million    such
families    in    the    United    Kingdom
with the care of over 1.6 million chil-
dren. Within the Anglo-Jewish com-
munity  there  are  no  accurate  statis-
tics     available.     The     publication
British Jewry  ill  the  Eighties  c:utes  a
Jewish divorce rate approaching 1 in
3  marriages  and  suggests  that  one
Jewish  child  in  six  will  have  experi-
enced  family  break-up  before  the
age  of  16.

Statistics     from     social     service
organisations  often  point  to  wider
trends.  In the past two months there
were  3()  referrals  concerning single-
parent  families  made  to  Norwood
Child   Care.   Of  our  current   case-
load,   over  53%   comprise   families
with one parent.

Nationally  approximately 38%  of
single  parents  result  from  divorce;
15%  are  following  separation;  15%
are   widows   and   23%   have   never
married.  The   percentage  ol`  single
t`£ithers    is    not    known.     although
clearly   ii   minority.   These   national
tigures   represent   a   trend   towards
divorced   women    and   those   who
have never married, being the main
causes of I()ne pal-enthood.
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The  Jewish  community  frequent-
ly  mirrors  the  wider  society  in  its
characteristics.     Thus,     legislation
such  as the  Divorce  Reform Act of
1969,   the  changed  economic  posi-
tion  of women  and  changed  expec-
tations  and  values  have  all  affected
Jewish family life.

It   makes   little   sense   to   `blame'
these factors for the  higher divorce
rate;    divorce    legislation    has   fre-
quently   followed   in   the   wake   of
social   changes   and   gained   wide-
spread acceptance as a result, whilst
feminist   ideologies   have   liberated
many women.

Yet   single-parenthood   is   widely
perceived  by  the  Jewish  public  as
something to be feared.  It is seen as
a  threat  to  family  life,   with  over-
tones of instability and even immor-
ality. There is a feeling that it under-
mines   the   continued   reproduction
of Jewish children  and weakens the
framework   of   Jewish   values   and
traditions.

These  attitudes  are  more  a  reac-
tion to a group whose circumstances
are    different    rather    than    being
based  on  any  real  evidence.  Single
parents suffer from a range of social
problems   that   are   a   dii.ect   conse-
quence    of    society's    response    to
them.

If these are to be mitigated in the
next twenty years then fundamental
changes will need to take place both
in   the   wider   society   and   in   the
Jewish   community.    For   example,
the  persistent  legal  battles  with  ex-
spouses   regarding   the   continuing
care.  access and custody of children
will  require  the services of a widely
available  Jewish  Mediation  Service
and a system of family courts.

The real poverty suffered by one-
parent   families   following   divorce
will  require  state  benefits  that  are
adequate   and  obtain  high  take-up
rates and do not force rehance upon
maintenance  from  ex-partners  that
is difficult to enforce.

Children  of  broken  homes  inevi-
tably  suffer  in  the  short-term  and
the parent is left feeling inadequate
and  guilty.   trying  to  perform  dual
roles.   Child  care  facilities  enabling
work     and     leisure    opportunities,
should   be   made   available,   along
with counselling and domiciliary ser-
vices.

Many  single  parents  become  iso-
41ated   and   excluded   from   previous

social   pursuits.   Communal   institu-
lions  such  as  synagogues  and  clubs
are    unwelcoming   and    geared    to

couples.  Self-help  groups  and  edu-
cation of the community is essential
to  restore  a  sense  of  belonging  in
single parents.

These problems then, are not the
result  of individual pathology  but  a
consequence  of others'  attitudes.  It
is   likely    that   divorce    and   single

parents  will  continue  to  lose  their
deviant  status  in  the  coming  years.
Cohabitation  is  not  replacing  mar-
riage  but  is  used  as  a  prelude  to  it
especially when it precedes a second
or   subsequent   marriage.    Re-mar-
riage  for one  or both  partners  now
stands at 34°/o  of all marriages.

High divorce rates may be seen as
adaptation to new circumstances.  It
is not clear whether this is a perma-
nent  feature  or  a  function   of  the
transition  in  attitudes to the  institu-
tion  of  marriage.  The  Jewish  com-
munity  will  have  to  come  to  terms
with   what  it  now  characterises   an
`outside'  group  whose  real  place  is

very much on the inside..

Sam   Brier    i.s    E..xeclilire    I-)il.ec[()I.    Nr)I.\+(j()il
Child  Care.

GIVING SKILLS
T0 THE HANDICAPPED

Norma Brier

I T        IS        A        DOUBTFUL
privilege   to   act   as   soothsayer
when in the cases of mental and

physical     handicap,     one     predicts
from   a   history   of   institutionalisa-
tion, and a present fraught with cut-
back resources and facilities.

However,     20     years     on      for
handicapped  people  will  see  major
changes in all social and educational
areas,   largely   as   a   result   of  their
greater  visibility  within  society  and
their increased self-advocacy.

The     `out-of-sight,     out-of-mind`
philosophy  of yesterday  will  simply
be  an   historical  fact.  The  old  Vic-
torian    buildings   which   served    as
longstay     hospitals     will     all     have.
closed  and  mentally  ancl  physically.
handicapped    people    will    live    in
small   units  within  the  Jewish  com-
munity  in  which  they  h()pefully  will

play an important and relevant part.
Some  will  live  in  ordinarv  houses  in
ordinary   streets   with   just   an   able
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tenant to guide and advise.  Others,
especially  those  with  special  needs
will  live  in  highly-staffed  houses  or
units which will offer intensive care
and support.

Hopefully,    the    debates    as    to
whether handicapped people should
be treated as part of the community
will   have   ended   and   the   Jewish
philosophy   of  caring   and   sharing
will  have  overtaken  the  initial  fear
and  uncertainty  of new neighbours
with   different   ways.    `Integration'
will no longer be a novelty word but
a    statement    of    fact    regarding
attitudes and services. Handicapped
people will be trained for social and
life skills in local centres, which will
be  available  for  use  by  the  entire
Jewish community and they will use
all  local  facilities  such  as  libraries,
swimming pools and clinics.

Those    who    are    capable,    and
many are, would be trained for real
jobs  where  they  exist.  Centres  like
the   Sternberg   Centre   should   con-
tinue   to   encourage   such   training
schemes  to  become  part  of Jewish
communal  life.  In  20  years  time  it
would be envisaged that many other
Jewish organisations will appreciate
that  to  be  identified with  the  train-
ing   and   support   of   handicapped
people  enhances  the  true  meaning
of  Jewish  religion  and  all  it  stands
for.

In 20 years time,  `special'  centres
will hopefully exist mainly for those
whose     difficulties     require     extra
attention, such as severe physical or
mental  impairment  or  behavioural
problems  requiring  modification  or
assessment.    For   the   majority   of
younger handicapped people, there-
fore,   integration   will   become   evi-
dent  in  schools,  colleges  and  work
places.   Social  integration,  through
clubs   and   schemes   such   as   those
pioneered  by  Ravenswood's  Unity
project will  result in  a broad  accep-
tance  of handicapped people  as dif-
ferent but not necessarily problema-
tic`  especially by the younger gener-
ation who will have grown up with a
non-segregationist philosophy.

Inevitably,         elderly        persons'
homes  would   accept   elderly   men-
tally    and    physically    handicapped
people and learn for the first time in
history    about    the    special    needs
requirements  of those  people,  who
in  previous  generations  rarely  sur-
vived  into  late  adulthood especially
not in community settings.

The picture painted here is one of
optimism    which    would    perhaps

evolve   only   after   some   years   of
resentment based on ignorance. The
keys to the successful integration of
handicapped    people    within    the
Jewish  community  are  acceptance
and tolerance, and these in turn are
the   result   of   educating   ourselves
and   others   to   forsake   prejudice.
This  will  mean  encouraging  good-
will  from  neighbours  and  includes
welcoming     Jewish     handicapped
people   to   involve   themselves   in
synagogues   and   other   communal
meetings    and    functions,    not    as
guests but as participants with a part
to play.

In turn, we must teach our hand-
icapped   friends   what   is   expected
and  also  what  is  acceptable  -  and
not acceptable -in this new role; for
acceptability is a dual process and if
it is not it becomes patronising and
cannot be sustained.

As   so   many   times   before,   the
Jewish   people   once   again   face   a
challenge,  this  time from  within.  It
is whether or not to accept a whole
group     of    people    hitherto    stig-
matised and devalued for being dif-
ferent. We cannot turn away from so
many   fellow   Jews   whose   futures
depend  upon   our  acceptance   and
understanding.I

Norma   Br.if3r    is    Directoi-   of   Community
Services Ravenswood Foundation

THE SYNAGOGUE CAN HELP

THE MENTALLY SICK

Alex Sklan

IT CAN BE sAFEILy Assur\ffiD
that the programme to close the
large       Victorian       psychiatric

hospitals  will  continue,  and  by  the
turn   of  the   century   most   of  this
prograinme   will   have   been   com-
pleted.   What   is   less   clear   is   how
much  government will  be  prepared
to     spend     on     community     care
resources  to  look  after people  who
have   been   discharged,   as   well   as
those      who      will      be      requiring
psychiatric    treatment.    From    this
point  in time the picture  looks very
grim  indeed  and  there  is  little  evi-
dence     to     suggest     that     money
released   from   the   sale   of  land   is
being ploughed  back  into  commun-
ity resources.

The Victorian  hospitals were also
known     as     asylums     and     many
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psychiatric hospitals which are now
being closed were providing asylum
in the correct sense of the word for
many people  suffering with chronic
mental    illness.    Very    simply    this
meant  a  place  where  people  were
allowed for a period in  their life to
be  cared  for  and  accepted  in  the
midst  of their pain  and  terror. The
modern hospital with its psychiatric
wing has failed to meet this demand
and offers what has become known
as    `revolving    door'.    Community
care has come to mean short admis-
sions   to   the   local   hospital   and   a
heavy   use   of  medication,   or  that
many mentally ill people are ending
up in  prison  or as `vagrants'. There
is  no  evidence  to  suggest  the  inci-
dence  of  mental  illness  will  in  any
way  decrease  or  that  we  are  any-
where near finding biochemical sol-
utions to mental illness. The stresses
which  contribute  to  the  emergence
of    mental    illness    are    likely    to
increase.   The   full   effects   on   the
wider population's mental health of
long-term  wide-ranging  unemploy-
ment has yet to be seen. In short we
would  expect  to  see  a  higher  inci~
dence  of  mental  illness  and  fewer
resources to meet the needs.

What  can  we  in  the  Jewish  com-
munity do to tackle these problems?
At    The    Jewish    Welfare    Board
(JWB)  our  forward  plan  is  to  take
into  account  the   needs  of  people
who     are     suffering    from     more
chronic  forms  of  mental  illness  as
well    as    those   whose    needs    are
expressed in  a more  acute way  and
who could be prevented from  drift-
ing  into  chronic  mental  illness.  We
already have  a  rehabilitation  hostel
for   twenty   four   people   and   five
group    homes    housing    a    further
twenty   five   people.   These   group
homes  are  for  people  who  can  live
relatively    independently    with     a
minimum   of  supervision   and  they
are  able  to  use  the  support  of  the
grctup  to enrich their lifestyle.  Next
year we  hope to  have  a first  `caring
hostel'   which   will   cater  for   those
people  who  require  more  care  and
attention  than   a  group  home  can
provide    but    do    not    require    a
rehabilitation  hostel. This will offer
twenty four beds. We anticipate that
this   last   resource   will   be   in   great
demand  if  we  look  forward  to  the
next century, when we will need sev-
eral  of  these  establishments  which
we hope will continue to be funded
by      the      Housing      Corporation
through housing associations.
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At the other end of the scale, we
propose  to  open  a  Mental  Health
Centre which will offer a diagnostic
and therapy service to people with a
whole range of mental health prob-
lems as well as those already in our
Care.

So  much  for  the  heavy  artillery!
What  about  the  grass roots  Jewish
community? We will be seeing more
people  who  would  have  been  in
long-stay psychiatric hospitals in the
community and we need to open the
doors  of  our  synagogues  and  com-
munity   centres   to   these   people.
Opening doors`is only the first stage
and we need to see an improvement
in  the  capacity  of  communities  to
care and'tolerate people who have a
long-term  mental  illness  as  well  as
those    who    have    had    an    acute
psychiatric breakdown. Many of the
structures  and rituals of synagogue
services   can   provide   tremendous
comfort   and   sense   of  security  to
people  struggling to  find their own
identity.  It can become the basis of
forming     relationships     that     go
beyond  the  walls  of the  synagogue
and community activities.

It  is  important  that  we  continue
to   offer   people   in   our   care   the
opportunity    of    developing    their
sense of Jewish identity through par-
ticipation in the rituals, through dis-
cussion    and    through    argument.
Communities  have  a  great  deal  to
offer  and  given  the  level  of  inci-
dence of mental illness (one in four
-women, one in seven -men, will
receive    formal    psychiatric    treat-
ment), we could all do well to bear
in mind that there but for grace go
we.I

Alex Sk:lan  is  Deputy  Executive  Director  of
the Jewish Welfare  Board

A NEW JOB FOR THE
RABBI - LISTE:MING

Irene Bloomfield

Clinical Theology :
A    theological    and    psychological
basis to pastoral care
by Frank Lake
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Abridged by Martin Yeomans.
Darton,   Longman   &  Todd,   Lon-
don,  1986.  £12.95,  paperback,  239
PP.

THE   SUB-TITLE   OF  THIS
book is  an  apt description of
what the author was trying to

zic;hove.  Clinical Theology was first
published in 1966 and was the result
of many years of work and study of
the two fields Frank Lake was most
passionately concerned with - theol-
ogy and psychology.

He    was    a    deeply    committed
Christian who started out as  a mis-
sionary  doctor  in  India.  -He  later
specialised in psychiatry  and on his
return  to  England  became  particu-
larly concerned with emotional suf-
fering and how to relieve it.

His  goal  was  to  find  a  way  of
integrating   his   theology   with   an
understanding of human experience
and to bring the results of his explo-
rations to  as many peoplejnvolved
in pastoral care as possible.  In  1962
he  founded  the  Clinical `Theology
Association,     which     through    its
national  network  of  seminars  and
workshops  brought  his  findings  to
thousands of people who had previ-
ously shied  away from contact with
the  behavioural  sciences  and  had
regarded fields like counselling and
psychotherapy as suspect. The origi-
mall edition o£ Clinical Theology waLs
a huge tome of a book which made
it    hard    work    to    read.    Martin
Yeoman's abridged version is there-
fore providing a valuable service to
all  those  concerned  with  pastoral
care and counselling.

Frank  Lake  pioneered  the  train-
ing  of pastors  and  helped  them  to
regain confidence in their ability to
give  care  and  counsel,  which  had
been   greatly   undermined   by   the
emergence   of   professional   carers
like   social   workers,   psychothera-
pists and counsellors.

Unfortunately,   Frank   Lake   did
not  avoid  the  trap  of  using  both
religious  and  psychological  jargon.
Nevertheless, just looking at  Chap-
ter I of the revised version there are
some  superb  descriptions  of `atten-
tive  listening'   together  with  some
very  beautiful  and  apt  quotations
from   writers   like   Paul   Tournier,
Martin Buber, Dietrich Bonnhoefer
and  Karl  Stern,  all  of whom  speak
very poignantly to the issues of an 1-
Thou  relationship  and  the  transfor-
mation that can occur in the person

who   has   been   seen,   heard   and
acknowledged.

It is  now generally  accepted that
priests and rabbis need some special
training which  will  enable  them  to
listen well and thus to increase their
effectiveness in giving pastoral care.

Expectations    of   the    rabbi    of
today  differ in many respects from
those  of  an  earlier  period.   Rabbi
Daniel  Smith  writes  in  an  unpub-
lished  paper:   `Formerly  communi-
ties were  content to  see  their rabbi
as  the  source  of  contact  with  rab-
binic scholarship in their midst and
saw it as their responsibility to sup-
port   him   whilst   he   studied.   The
rabbi  of today is  expected to  carry
goodness and holiness for the whole
congregation.'  He  is  asked  to  give
nourishment, support, appreciation
and care to his congregants without
getting    much   himself.    Once   he
leaves   College,   he   does   not   get
much time  for study  or care of his
own spirituality.

The    contemporary    Progressive
rabbi   is   expected   to   give   under-
standing,     care    and    counsel    to
people  in  distress,  conflict  or  pain
and  fo  bc  with  them  at  the  impor-
tant  crises  and  milestones  in  their
lives.

In  the   1970s  when  I  started  to
teach  at  Leo  Baeck  College  many
students  did not readily accept that
these were part of their future func-
tions  and  regarded  any  training  in
these areas as suspect and unneces-
sary.  They  were  prepared  to  learn
some techniques,  but the idea that
they  might  need  to  increase  their
self-awareness,  recognise  their own
blind-spots    and    shortcomings    in
their own ways of relating to people
was not acceptable at all.

There  were  other  students  who
saw   the   trend   in   congregational
expectations  as natural  and inevita-
ble  and  welcomed  the  opportunity
to broaden their training and experi-
ence.  Some  even  went  on  to  more
specialised   courses  in   addition   to
what the college provided.

There   has  been   a   considerable
change in the climate and attitude in
this  respect  both  in  the  rabbinate
and  in  the  student  body,  and train-
ing in counselling skills has become
an integral part of rabbinic training.

This  does  not  mean  that  indivi-
dual  students  may not be wary and
resistant  to  such  an  approach,  but
the  college  now  puts  considerably
more  emphasis  on  the  personality
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and   the   personal   qualities   of  the
future rabbi than formerly.

It  is   not  only  distressed  people
the rabbi  of today has to meet with
understanding   and   sensitivity.   He
also    has    to    deal    with    difficult
people,   with  conflicts  among  con-
gregants, with quarrels and enmities,
envy and rivalry.

It    would    be    unreasonable    to
expect  him  to  resolve  all  these  dif-
ficulties.  but  greater  understanding
of  his  own  and  other  people's  reac-
tions  can  be  of enormous  help  and
can   make  the   difference   between
irretrievable         break-clowns         in
relationships         and         temporary
upheavals.

The  rabbi  is  also  a  symbol  and  a
carrier of Jewishness, tradition, wis-
dom,   knowledge   and   inspiration,
and  as  such  he  is  put  on  a pedestal
but, because it is impossible for him
to  be  all  these  things people  expect
of him, he is also criticised, attacked
and  even  vilified.   Having  ele-vated
him to his high position, people may
become  resentful  and  envious,  and
every  congregation  has  its  quota of
congregants   who   just   `know'   that
they  could  do  the  job   at  least  as
well,  if  not  better,  and  they  make
sure the  rabbi appreciates that he is
•just   a   paid   servant'   whom   they

employ.
It   is   hard   for   a   young   man   or

woman to understand and cope with
these  contradictory messages.  Even
with        understanding        of        the
mechanisms  involved.  it  is  not  easy
-   but   understanding   and   support
from fellow students or other rabbis
helps.  This   kind   of  understanding
does not come  automatically.  It  has
to be learned,  and the learning of it
can  be  a painful  process.

Women    rabbis    have    additional
problems to face. Although the role
model of the male rabbi, which  is of
a  very  wise,  very  learned,   heavily
bearded old man with infinite know-
ledge  and  a  vast  store  of apt quota-
tions   and   stories   which   can   deal
with   every  eventuality,   can   under-
mine   the   young   rabbits   self-confi-
dence  and  give  him  the  feeling that
he will  never be  able to measure  up
to this image -the female rabbi has
no   role   model   iit   all.   She   has   to
crente  her own. There  are  no guide
lines  ()r sign  posts for her.  At  times,
this   may.   (tr  L.ourse,   be   an   advan-
t€ige,  as  it  absolves  her  from  living
lip   to   the   btercotype`   but   it   also
creates uncertainty and a conviction
that  she  has to  be extra good to get

any   recognition   and   to   overcome
the prejudices among congregations
which share the idealised image.

I have only been able to mention
some of the functions of the contem-
porary  rabbi,  especially  those  rela~
ting   to   his   role   in   pastoral   care,
which    has    added    a    whole    new
dimension  to  his  work.  It can  bring
him   a   great   deal   of  interest   and
satisfaction,   but   also   much   stress
and  hurt,  and  it  means  that  he has
to   acquire   new   skills   and   experi-
ence.

Frank  Lake  pioneered  some  of
this  training  for  Christian  ministers
and priests, but the Leo Baeck Col-
lege  has  been   in  the  forefront  of
theological    colleges    which    have
implemented   training   in   pastoral
skills at a pre-ordination stage.

Pioneers   in   every  field  have  to
struggle hard for acceptance of their
ideas, but without them there would
be  no  growth  or  development.  We
owe them a great debt.I

lroi`e Bloomfiiield  was  bol-n  in  Berlin  I)u[  now
lives  and  works  in  London.  She  is  a  leading

psychotherapist,     Clinictil     Direclor    of    [he
Ra|)hael   Centre   and  lecturer  a[   1jeo   Baeck
College.

WHEN    I    TAUGHT   AT
Leo  Baeck  College  nearly
a   decade,   ago,   what  was

needed  was  a  Adz.d/.cz.?A  class,  and  I
undertook   to  fill   that   need.   What
the class got out of it may be debata-
ble.   but   I   certainly   learned   a   lot.
Among other things, it was borne in
on  me that A4!.cJ;'czsfe  is the way that a
text   is   liberated   from   its   S/./z   /.in
Lcbc#,   its   context   in   history   and
politics,   and  it  is  rendered  immoi--
tal,  applicable  to  any  time,  even  to
our   own.   I   needed   to   learn   that,
because the greater part of my train-
ing  had  relentlessly  emphasized  his-
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torical  context,   at  the  expense  of
wider   application.    Diachronic   or
historical  analysis was  in  its  heyday
then,  as it still  is in  many older uni-
versities   and   seminaries.  The  syn-
chronic  approach,  which  seeks  the
sense  of  unfolding  traditions,   was
just  beginning  to  take  hold.   I  am
endlessly  grateful  to  my  colleagues
for    helping    me    grope    towards
deeper meanings inherent in the lit-
erature.

With    that    in    mind,    we    can
examine  some  of  the  most  impor-
tant mi.drczsfez.in on marriage and see
what kind of composite picture they
suggest  as  to  the  attitudes  of  the
77„.drtzsfez.c  tradition  on  that  subject.
I  recognize the danger that one will
select    as    `important'    that   which
agrees  with  one's  pre-existing  opin-
ions.  I accept that risk.

Before  a  man  marries,  his  love
8h°£S[:°vehisisfpoarrehr:sts#:rlfh[ehifar::::s

love as a romantic attraction, then it
makes no sense, for love is not with-
drawn  from  a parent in order to  be
extended  to  a  spouse.  On  the  con-
trary,   people   who   love  often  find
that  the  capacity  to  love  increases
with   the   exercise   of   it,   like   the
stamina  of  a  muscle,  and  does  not
decrease  as  if spending  a fixed  sum
of    money.     Rather,    this    #2z.czr¢sA
comes   to   teach   us   the   nature   of
love,  which  to  the  mz.czrc!sfez.I/  must
mean  something  like  loyalty,  prim-
ary duty. That love which is a matter
of mood  or  emotion  but  not  action
is  not  of interest  here. The  signific-
ant  love  is  that  which  makes  one's
primary   commitment   be   to   one's
mate and thus one's own family.

Rabbi Jacob  said,  he  who  has  no
wife  lives  withou,i  good,  or  help,  or
joy, or blessing, or atoneinent. Rabbi
Joshua of Sichnin added in the name
of Rabbi Levi that such a inan is also
without     life.     Rabbi     Hiyya     Ben
Gamada  said that  he  is  not  really  a
Cd°t%:%:eheratnh6a#:vdt,S.:#:::r/#:Tee

are   /7?j.cZ/.czsAz-in   of   contrary   intent`
dealing with one who has a quarrel-
some  spouse  -  textual  sexism  may
be  corrected  so  as   not  to  distract
some  modern  readers.  But this mz.d-
r¢f/?   is   meant   to   emphasize   that
goodness,   or   Godliness,   can   only
come out of a relationship. and can-
not   be   properly   pursuecl   in   is()la-
tion.   Here   is  the   same   normative
mentality     that     rejected     Essene
monasticism, and left the way of the
aescetic    to    other    religious    tradj-
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tions.   Here,   too,   is   implicit   the
teaching that the way of blessing is
attainable  by  the  ordinary  man  or
woman  committed  to  spouse  and
family.  Holiness,  indeed,  is  within
the grasp of the average person.

There was once a pious man, who
married  a  pious  woman,  and  they
had no  chi.Idren. They  said,  we are
no  profu to God.  So they  divorced.
The man went and married an evil
woman, and she made him evil. The
woman, on the other hand, went and
married an evil man,  and she made
him   good.   This    proves    that   all
depends   upon   th6   woman3.   rT:he
woman here cannot only be a sexual
reference,   but  must  be  linked  to
role   differences,   where   the   man
symbolizes that aspect of the family
life which faces out, and the woman
that   aspect   which  'faces   into   the
organism   of   the   family.   Piety   of
form,  as for example in the formal
communal  acts  in  the  synagogue,
will  not  overcome  indifference  to
God at the dinner table or in other
aspects of the home life.  It follows,
if that  interpretation  is  acceptable,
that  what  one  does  religiously  for
oneself is more important than what
one   does   for  one's   colleagues   or
one's  good  name  or  even for one's
children.

The bridegroom may not enter the
marriage   chamber  until  the   bride
gives him leave4 . Women we;Ie one,e
considered  to  be  possessions,  like
chattel,  and  even  royals were  used
in this kingdom to contract alliances
between   houses   or   nations.   Sol-
omon's  fabled  thousand  wives  tes-
tify  to  his  political  alliance  making
rather  than  to  his  appreciation  of
feminine beauty. Women - and chil-
dren for that matter - have mythic
and symbolic roles, but this mz.dr¢sfe
comes  to  teach  us  that  behind  the
symbol  is  a  human  being,  whose
humanity must be respected.

There is no  greater adultery  than
when a woman,  while her husband
has  intercour.se  with  her,  thinks  of
¢73offecr 7"a7c5.  I  have  great  reserva-
tions   about   this   mz.cZ7iczsfe,   which   I
include  out  of  fairness.  First,  the
whole   idea   of   `thought-crimes'   is
abhorrent. One is expected to be in
control of one's actions and to distin-
guish  them  clearly  from  one's  fan-
tasies, over which one has relatively
little control. Second, a rich fantasy
life  is  supposedly  a  healthy  thing.
Finally,   many   of  the   mentally   ill
seek to torture themselves with pre-
cisely this kind of responsibility for
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the    uncontrollable,    which. really
leads to pre-occupation with oneself
and one's supposedly terrible sinful-
ness.

A   Romc[n   matron   once   asked
Rabbi  Yosi  Ben  Chalofta,  In  how
many  days  did the  Holy  One,  Bles-
sed be He, create the world?
In six days, he answered.
And  what  has  He  been  doing  ever
since?
Making marriages .
Is  that  all  He  does?  asked the  mat-
ron.  I  could  do  as  much  myself.  I
have male and female slaves,  and in
one hour I can marry off all of them.
Although it may seem a light thing in
your eyes,  said the Rabbi, -yet every
marriage means as nouch to the Holy
One,  Blessed be He,  as the dividing
of the Red Sea.
What   did  the  woman   do?   When
Rabbi  Yosi  was  gone,  she  took  a
thousand     male     slaves     and     a
thousand female slaves, placed them
in  two  lines,  and  said,  let  this  one
take that  one,  let this  one take that
one.  And in a single nighi she mar-
ried them all off .
The next morning the slaves came to
the  house  of  their  rndstress   ...  one
with a cracked head, another with a
black eye, a third with a bruised limb
...  What  has  happened  to  you  all?
the mistress asked.
And they replied each one,  I cannot
live with that one,  I cannot live with
that one . . . Then the matron sent for
Rabbi Yosi and said to him, there is
no  God  like  your  God,  and  your
Efoorrafoisup%:ee:nortthh::£gdhi2,faTu#+#T,S

perhaps  the  most  famous  mz.dr¢sfe
on  this  subject.  It  points  out  that
`the  way  of  a  man  with  a  maid'  is

quite   beyond   human   understand-
ing.  `What  he  ever  saw  in  her  1'11
never understand' is probably a cor-
rect   observaticm,   for  humans   are
not in the end moved only by logical
considerations.   We   are   free,   and
therefore unpredictable. And there-
fore also responsible for our acts.

Rabbi    ldi   said,   There   was    a
woman in Sidon who lived 10 years
with her husband and did not bear a
child.  They  went  to  Rabbi  Shimon
Bar    Yochai    and    asked    to    be
divorced.  He  said to them,  as your
marriage was with a banquet,  so let
your   divorce   be   with   a   banquet.
They  agreed,  and  made  for  them-
selves a holiday and a banquet, and
she  made  her  husband  drink  more
than enough. When his mind was at
peace,  he  said to  her,  my  daughter,

see what is most precious  to  you in
rn:y house, and take it and go to your
father's house.
What did she do? When he had fal-
len asleep,  she beckoned to  her ser-
vants  and  handmaids  and  said  to
them,  carry  him  on the  mattress  to
my  father's house.  In the middle  of
the  night  he  awakened  and  said  to
her,  where have  I been brought? I;o -
my   father's   house,   she   said.   But
wky? he asked. And she replied,  did
you not tell me last night to take what
was most precious to me from your
house, and to go with it to the house
of ray father? There is nothing more
precious to me than you.
After that they returned to Rabbi Shi-

%nmp::dY?t!yatwaenrde8.:vepnraayecdht!°dqr.
This is more than just a lovely mz.d-
r¢sfe.  It points  up  the  fact that. our
culture tries to have us provide for
our  mates  materially  as  an  expres-
sion of our love, and in the process
we  substitute  possessions  for  time,
which they would, one trusts, really
rather have. Particularly the profes-
sional  class,  driven  to  accumulate
and  conditioned  to  value  objects,
consider that they are providing in a
loving   manner   when   they   make
available  all  purchasable  things  at
the   cost   of   limiting   their   time
together.

Assembling    the    various    m!.d-
rtzsfoz.in    on    a   subject    is    itself   a
rewarding  task,  and  in  my  experi-
ence  a general,  normative trend of
thought can be perceived emerging
from them.  I have deliberately pre-
sented the r¢#chwm¢ quote on adul-
tery to show that we,  too,  are part
of the tradition and can exercise an
altogether proper selectivity. That is
not a legal judgement, but it is itself
bz\sed on aL midrash:

There  was  once  a  King  of  foesh
and blood who had two servants and
he  loved  them  both  with  a  perfect
love.  He  gave  each  of them  a  mea-
sure of wheat and a bundle of foax.
What  did  the  wise  servant  do?   He
took the  flax  and spun a cloth,  he
took   the   wheat   and   made   flour,
cleaned,     ground,     kneaded    and
baked it, and set it on the table. Then
he  spread the  cloth over it and pre-
pared for the condng of the King.
The  foolish  servant,   however,   did
nothing at all.
After some time,  the  King returned
from his  journey  and came into  his
house.  He  said  to  his  servants,  ray
sons, bring me what I gave you. One

Continued on next page



servant showed the wheat, still in the
box, with the flax in a bundle atop it.
Alas for his shame,  woe for his  dis-
grace-
When the Holy One,  Blessed be He,
gave the I;orah to Israel, He gave it in
the form of raw  wheat and flax,  so
i:[aotthwt:.gff.tghtmakeitintofoourand

Notes:
1.    Pirke deRabbi Eliezer52.
2,.     Bereshit Rabbah T]..2..
3.     Bereshit Rabbah []..].
4.     Pesikta Rabbati T]B.
5.    r||anchuma       (Bhoer),       Naso

13:16A.
6.     Bereshit Rabbah.
7.    Shir Hashirim Rabbah 1..4.
8.    Seder Eliahu zuta.

Rabbi  Dr.  Allen  Howard  Pbdet !.f a pro/ess.or
of philosophy and religious studies at the New
York Slate University College at Buffalo, who
is spending the  current academic year serving
as  a  rabbi  a[ West  London  Synagogue  and
teaching a[ the  Leo  Baeck College.  He taught
there in 1976-77 and served then at W LS also.

STARTA
REFORM ISRAEL APPEAL

Sir,

MY  WIFE  AND   I   HAVE
read,     with     very     great
interest  Michael  Boyden's

article on Reform Jews in Israel. We
have  very  much  taken  the  point  in
the last paragraph of his article that
we  should  set  up  a  Reform  Israel
Appeal for all  Reform Jews to con-
tribute      in      this      country      and
elsewhere  in  the  Diaspora  towards
the Reform movement in Israel.

This seems to us to be a splendid
idea and one that perhaps should be
taken up by the RSGB in this coun-
try   and   world-wide   through   the
organisation         for         Progressive
Judaism.

If  a  central  organisation  were  to
take  up  this  matter  in  England  and
start  an  Annual  Appeal   to  indivi-
duals  in  the  same  way  as  the  JIA
Appeal    is    run,    then    my   family
would    be   one   of   the   first   con-
tributors.

We    are    deeply    concerned    by
Rabbi  Boyden's article and feel that
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something must be done.
Roy V. Stroud
Guiseley Leeds.

RAYMOND GOLDMAN REPLIES

THE    FORCE    OF   RABBI
Boyden's   article   in   the   last
issue  of A4cz##cz  and  the  talks

he gave in various communities dur-
ing  a  brief  visit  to  this  country  in
November               are               convin-
cing  evidence  of the  emergence  at
last  of  an  integrated  Israel  Move-
ment  for  Progressive Judaism. This
gives  us  a  sense  of  hope  and  pur-
pose which demands from us a posi-
tive response of support.

The  chord  this  has  struck  in  the
heart  of  Roy  Stroud,  grandson  of
the   founder   rabbi   (1874)   of   the
Reform Synagogue in Bradford and
a  leading  public  figure  in  that  city,
should  find   an   echo   in   us   all.   If
Reform Jews are disenfranchised in
Israel  we  too  are  disenfranchised;
thus their fight is also our fight.

But we  are  not speaking of alter-
natives,  the old slogan of `a healthy
mind in a healthy body'  applies. We
have  to  contribute   to   the   healthy
body of the State of Israel because it
is  only  within  the  framework  of  a
secure   society   that  the   religiously
responsive       `healthy      mind'       of
Reform   will   be   able   to   develop.
That we have to contribute through
the  normal  channels  as  part  of the
totality  of  Israel,   `K/a/  yz.srczc/',  to
the   general   upkeep   of   the   land
should not be in question.

But,  as  believers  in  the  freedom
to  interpret  Jewish  tradition  in  the
spirit  of  the  age,  we  have  an  addi-`
tional  obligation.  It  is  an  obligation
not only to those in the front-line of
the  struggle  for owr rights in  Israel;
ultimately   it   is   the   fight   for   the
spiritual  soul  of the  State  of  Israel
which currently is in danger of being
highjacked by the forces of religious
extremism, their ability to use politi-
cal blackmail enhanced by the dead-
locked situation of the present coali-
tion government.

At  RSGB we would be delighted
to  hear  from  all  who  would  like  to
associate  themselves  with  the  initia-
tive proposed by Roy Stroud.

Raymond Goldman
is  Executive  Director of the
Reform Synagogues of Great Britain

Sir,

I

IN JUSTICE TO
RABBI MATTUCK

T  IS  A  PITY  THAT  RABBI
Jonathan   Romain,   writing   in
your    autumn    issue    in    well

deserved   praise   of  Rabbi   Harold
Reinhart,   thought  it  necessary  to
denigrate two of his contemporaries
by  quoting  an  unnamed  source  to
the  effect  that  `Chief  Rabbi  Hertz
and   the   Senior   Liberal   minister,
Israel   Mattuck,   took   virtually   no
interest' in the German refugee rab-
bis.

Other readers could no doubt fur-
nish   evidence   that   many   of   the
Orthodox  rabbis who  came  over as
refugees    were    helped    by    Chief
Rabbi   Hertz   to   find   appropriate
positions within the Orthodox com-
munity in this country.  I must try to
correct the record as regards  Rabbi
Mattuck.

Not  only  did  he  labour tirelessly
for Jewish  refugees  in general,  and
not only did he take the greatest per-
sonal   interest   in   many   of   them,
including   myself,   individually,   but
he  also  played  a  part specifically in
the  placement  of  rabbis;   and  this
despite the fact that,  since German
Liberal  Judaism  was  decidedly con-
servative,  its rabbis would naturally
tend  to  gravitate  towards  the  more
conservative of the two Progressive
movements in this country.

To   the   best   of   my   knowledge,
those   helped   by   Rabbi   Mattuck,
partly in his capacity as Chairman of
the   World   Union   for   Progressive
Judaism,  working  closely  with  Lily
Montagu,  included  Rabbis  George
Salzberger,         Jakob         Kokotek ,
Rudolph  Brasch,  Hermann  Sanger,
Frederick      Solomonski      and      H.
Lemle.  I am sure that list is far from
complete.

John Rayner
Senior Rabbi
The Liberal Jewish Synagogue

JONATHAN ROMAIN REPLIES

HERTZ   AND   MAITUCK
did   indeed   do   much  work
on   behalf  of  the   refugees,

including rabbis,  but  my article was
concerned     specifically     with     the
Rc/orm refugee rabbis, for whom  it
was  largely  Reinhart  who  took  the
lead in their rescue.

MANNA WINTEF}  1987



Moreover,  although  the  Reform
refugee  rabbi  I  quoted  may  have
been mistaken, it is undeniable that
that was  the  impression  he  and his
circle had at the time based on their
own experience.

A PROPHET

. Sir,

IN      MY      CONTRIBUTION
about Jesus in your last issue, I
described him as a `prophet' #of

as a `patriot', as printed.
The  difference is vital.  Jesus was

not a patriot preaching nationalism
but  a  prophet  proclaiming  univer-
salism.

C. C. ARONSFELD
Kenton Middlesex

ll#4o`J''
William Wolff

I PLEAD  GUIIJTY TODAY TO
breaking    the    supreme    com-
mandment  of  the  oral  law  by

which inost of the leaders of Anglo-
Jewry - lay  and rabbinic - conduct
our affairs.

Thou    shalt    shun    the    general
media.
`Rabbi's  Big  Day  Snubbed'  said

the  headline  in  the  local  morning
paper   one    grey   November   day,
reporting  the  Orthodox  boycott  of
my  induction.  And  with  that  thun-
derclap,  the  tone  in  the  relations
between   the   two   communities   in
town   changed  beyond  recognition
and  entirely  to  the  benefit  of both
communities+

It  is  an  improvement that would
not  have  been  brought  but for the
interest displayed by the non-Jewish
Papel-.

Oh,  I  know all the arguments for
crouching and hiding.  First there is
the  dirty  linen  argument.  Well,  in
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the present Reform-Orthodox tour-
nament in Anglo-Jewry, it is not the
Reform   side   that  soils   the  linen.
And there is no other way to bleach
it except  by a few rays of the spot-
light.

Second there is the anti-semitism
argument.  But  anyone  who  knows
anything   at   all   about   non-Jewish
prejudices, must be fully aware that
these centre wholly on money,  and
that  the  mediaeval  squabbles  that
now   dominate   Anglo-Jewry   may
arouse   curiosity   but   will   not   fan
anti-semitism.

For the health of the community
in general it is vital that its sectarian
actions and attitudes be hauled into
the  daylight.  The  present  secrecy,
like all secrecy, breeds sickness.

Neither   the   pottiness,   nor   the
occasional   visciousness   that   now
infect relationships  inside  the  com-
munity.    nor    indeed    the    harem
attitude  to  women  in  certain  quar-
ters, would long survive exposure to
the standards of the wider commun-
ity around us.

For  the  Progi.essive  wing  of  the
community  such  daylight  has  one
other benefit. The communal scales
are  presently  weighted  against  us.
Faced  with  a  similar  situation  on  a
wider  stage,   one  of  Britain's   19th
century   statesmen   beckoned   the
young  and  ignored  United  States
into       world       diplomacy,        and
explained that he had brought in the
nev\J world to redress the balance of
the old.

So must we today redress the lop-
sided  balance  of  the  Jewish  com-
munity by exposing our closed little
world  to  the  gaze  of  the  outside
world - and to its standards of cour-
tesy and commonsense.

Those  whose  souls  are  at  peace
with   themselves   have   nothing   to
fear from such exposure.

FROM     THE     SIDELINES,
acute  frustration  compounds
sympathy    for    the    United

Synagogue  ladies  who  are  banned
from  participation  in  the  manage-
ment of their synagogues.

The    frustration     springs    from
knowing that for  all  but a few,  like
Mrs.   Cyril   Harris,   the   St.   John's
Wood rabbi's wife, their agony is so
unnecessary.

All that any lady who wants a say
in running her synagogue has to do
is  to  walk  down  the  road  to  the
nearest Reform or Liberal stew/.

Those  who   have   already   taken
this step are thrilled by the boost to
their  Jewish  practice  and  commit-
ment.

WE   WERE   I-IALF   WAY
back to the car park at the
United  Synagogue  cemet-

Cry in Bushey when the man in the
top    hat    decided    this    was    the
moment to strike.

He drew up alongside the daughter-
in-law of the lady whose tombstone
the   chc!zcz7t   had   just   consecrated,
and spoke to her quietly.

And   seemingly  to   some   effect.
She  immediately  opened  her  hand-
bag,   pulled   out   her   purse,   and
handed over a couple of ten pound
notes.

Then  she  trudged on to visit  the
grave  of the son she  had  lost  some
years   earlier  while   he  was   still   a
teenager.

It is one of the great strengths and
comforts   that   we   have   to   offer
mainstream  Anglo-Jewry  that  our
rabbis do not, implicitly or explictly,
ask  to  be  treated  like  waiters  and
hairdressers.

THE  CENTRAL  HEATING
salesman was straining to the
point  of  fantasy  to  clinch  a

deal.
`My   wife    is    half   Jewish,    you

know,'  he told me.  I  reckoned that
would not greatly ease the strain of t
finding £2,000 or more for his bill.

`We've done a lot of work for rab-
bis  recently,'  was  the  next  gambit.
`We've installed several systems for

them.'
That   sounded   more   intriguing.

Which   of  the   colleagues,   I   won-
dered . . .

•In the Guildford area,' he volun-

teered.
I  reckoned  that  rabbis  are  scat-

tered  around  Guildford  just  about
as plentifully as fe/i.JJz.# in a nunnery.

So a cup of coffee later, the sales-
man  left  without  a  deal.  And  one
rabbi's  bungalow,  alas,  is  still  with-
out its central heating.I

Rabbi  WILliam  Wo]ff  l.s  A4/./i/.s/pr  c;/ f/zc'  IVcw-
castle   Reforin   Synagogue.   A   former   Fleet
Street jow.nalis[,  he tl.ained a[  Leo  Biieck Col-
lege, then served the West  Lolidt)a Syliiigogtie
as an As.sociate  Rabbi.
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The Manor House
Society

The Man_o! H?yse Sociay is an ambitious cultural venture. Its aim is to bring a wide
rpnge of J_Swish cultural and intellectual events of a high level within easy r6ach of a
large_ audience.  Regular  activities  include  concerts,  debates,  exhibitions,  drama,
seminars and lectures.

Membership of the Society gives easy access to the many amenities of the Manor House Centre
for`Judaism,  the largest Jewish  centre  in  Europe.  These facilities  include  a  bookshop,  library,
coffee-shop, extensive grounds and tennis courts.  Membership also brings advance information
about  events,   priority  booking  and  ticket  discounts  and  automatic  subscription  to  Wanna.
Membership can  be on either an  individual  or family basis.

Subscriptions are modest:

Single membership                          £12.50 perannum
Family membership                         £19.00 perannum
Seniorcitizen/studentsingle        £  9.50perannum
Seniorcitizen-family                     £12.50 perannum

Existing  subscribers to  A4anna  may  deduct the  unexpired  portion  of their subscription from the
Manor House Society subscription.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Sunday lst February    8.00 p.in.

THE  BOF30DIN TF+IO
London  Bbrough of Barnet International Chamber Concert Series  1986/87

Music by Haydn, Dvorak and  Beethoven
Monday 2nd February -Thursday 5th Ivlarch

BEDOUIN  IN THE  NEGEV     Photographs by Klaus Otto Hundt
Mondays to Thursdays 10 a.in. -5:00 p.in.

Sunday 8th March
JOHN  HAF?LE SAXOPHONE  FIECITAL -FF30M  BACH TO  DUKE  ELLINGTON
F3ecital of music by Bach, Ravel, Debussy, Villa-Lobos and  Duke EIlington
London  premiere of Northumbrian  Dances by Wilfred Josephs 7.30 .p.in.

Special  programmes for children -3.00 p.in.-4.00 p.in.
Su.nday March 15th -Thursday April 9th

HIDDEN SIGNS -Hebrew Alphabet Calligraphy ~ Joe Flose and Shmuel  Brand

Sundays  11  a.in.-1.00  p.in.;  3.00 p.in.-5.00 p.in.
Mondays to Thursdays  11.00 a.in.-4.00 p.in.

Monday and Wednesday evenings 7.30 p.in.-9.30 p.in.
Lunchtime Recil:als -New Series

1.15 p.in. \/Vednesdays
21st January, 4th & 18th  February, 4th & 18th  March,1st April
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